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If you were born after the mid-1980s, there are so

many iconic sports phenomena you can experience

only retroactively. For example: a losing Yankees

season, a Stanley Cup win by the Rangers, the O.J.

Simpson case . . . or the spandex-clad, hairspray-

fueled pageantry of American Gladiators, the first

season of which is now available on SI TV.

The show is a remarkable capsule of its

time, glittery Lycra and all. In each episode of

Season 1, four muscular competitors—a rotating

group from a cast that eventually included (above,

from left) Gemini, Zap, Gold, Laser, Turbo, Ice,

Lace, Nitro, Thunder and Blaze—power through

strength- and agility-testing challenges

with self-explanatory names like “human

cannonball” and “ joust” in a quest to

become the eventual Grand Champion.

The show won’t seem entirely foreign to the modern

viewer. Familiar to football fans are the painstaking

rules explanations by hosts Joe Theismann and Mike

Adamle—not to mention the apparent concussion

suffered by one contestant, Malibu, in the debut

episode’s Powerball competition. Whether you’re

looking to relive old times or learn a little more about

the (weird, weird) era of the first Bush Administration,

these early episodes of American Gladiators will get

the job done. —Dan Gartland

ALL-AMERICAN

HOW TO WATCH
Classic sports movies

and TV shows, plus

d ens of hours of compelling original programming:

a ch SI TV on Amazon Channels.
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Mark
McClusky
2018: England

shocks the world in

dreamlike run to the

World Cup title. Hey,

it finally happened

for the Cubs. . . .

Marguerite
Schropp
Lucarelli

2018: Notre Dame

wins a national

championship in

football.

Bette
Marston
2017: Sere

Williams

beating her

sister to win

the Australian

Open . . . while

pregnant with

her first child.

All hail Queen

Serena!

E
2017: The

Predators’ Stanley

Cup finals run

melting the cold

hearts of hockey

fans in all points

north.

Alison Edell
2018: King Henrik

finally raises Lord

Stanley.

Kenny
Ducey

2017: Dion

Waiters

recalling one

of his favorite

quotes after

hitting a game-

winning shot: “One

of my favorite

quotes is. . . . Ah, I

forgot it. Already.

One of my favorite

quotes.”

Suzanne
Bursiek

2018: Domination

by U.S. women’s

hockey and Lindsey

Vonn showing the

kids how it’s done

on the slopes in

South Korea.

Michael
Phillips

2017: Mr. Met

cracks under

pressure, providing

catharsis for all

Mets fans. Mascot?

More like true hero.

We asked staffers for their favorite sports
memory of 2017—and what they’re most

looking forward to in the New Year
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NEW STYLES

AND GREAT FITS



Farewell
Y.A. TITTLE, 90

In November 1954,

Ye l b e r t on A b r a h a m

Tittle Jr. became the first

pro football player to

appear on the cover of

Sports Illustrated.

The accompanying story

proclaimed that the 49ers’

seventh-year quarterback

was “the most valuable

player in professional

football today.” But Tittle

needed more seasoning—

almost a decade’s worth—

before he was to enjoy his

greatest success. In ’63,

when he was 37, he won

his first and only MVP

award after throwing a re-

cord 36 touchdown passes

and leading the Giants to

the championship game.

Tittle hurt his knee in the

second quarter of New

York’s loss to the Bears,

and after an injury-filled

’64 season he retired from

the NFL—but not from his

offseason job of selling in-

surance. “It’s like football

in some ways,” Tittle said

in ’63. “You learn a pre-

sentation and work on it

until you know it cold.

Then, after 15 or 20 years

you begin to know what

you’re doing.”



THE RAGING BULL, THE HAWK AND A COLLEGE FOOTBALL COACHING LEGEND

WERE AMONG THE SPORTS LUMINARIES WHO PASSED AWAY THIS YEAR

B M k BechtelBBy  MMarrkk  BBe
Photograph by NEIL LEIFER
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CONNIE HAWKINS, 75
Stripped of his prime

after being implicated in

a college point-shaving

investigation, the

ultra-flashy Hawk—who

was never arrested or

charged—was barred

from the NBA until

1969, when he was 27.

The 6' 8" former Harlem

Globetrotter was an

All-Star his first four

seasons with the Suns.

MILT SCHMIDT, 98
 As the center on the

Bruins’ famed Kraut Line

(with childhood friends

Woddy Dumart and

Bobby Bauer), Schmidt

won two Stanley Cups.

The plucky Hall of Famer

also earned a pair

of titles as Boston’s

GM after fleecing the

Blackhawks in a trade

for Phil Esposito. B
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DARREN DAULTON, 55
 A few short years

after his infant child was

booed at a father-son

game, the gritty catcher

became the beloved

leader of—and best hitter

on—the ragtag Phillies

team that won the 1993

NL pennant. “He was a

man’s man and a lady’s

dream,” teammate

Tommy Greene told the

Delaware News Journal.

JANA NOVOTNA, 49
 Five years after

a third-set collapse

against Steffi Graf in the

Wimbledon final left her

crying on the shoulder

of the Duchess of Kent,

Novotna became, at

29, the tournament’s

oldest first-time winner

in the Open Era. The

Czech serve-and-volley

specialist also won 12

Grand Slam doubles titles.

JIMMY PIERSALL, 92
Memorably portrayed by

Anthony Perkins in the 1957

film Fear Strikes Out, Piersall

struggled with bipolar

disorder, spending seven

weeks in an institution

in ’52. He returned to

win two Gold Gloves as a

centerfielder.

TONY DICICCO, 68
 Shooting hoops with his

mom in the driveway as a

kid in Wethersfield, Conn.,

taught DiCicco that there

was a place for women in

sports. He coached the U.S.

to soccer gold in the 1996

Olympics and an epic win at

the ’99 Women’s World Cup.

DAN ROONEY, 84
 Rooney, who oversaw the

Steelers’ dynasty, was long

a voice of reason among

NFL owners; the Rooney

Rule, established in 2003,

requires teams to interview

minority candidates for top

coaching and executive jobs.

FRANK BROYLES, 92
 The Georgia native turned

around Arkansas football,

piling up 144 victories over

19 seasons. In 1965, during

the Razorbacks’ 22-game

winning streak, SI wrote,

“God love Frank Broyles,

and don’t cash his personal

check. Frame it.”

LEE MAY, 74
 The Big Bopper from

Birmingham—who was

traded from Cincinnati to

Houston for Joe Morgan

in a deal that gutted him—

smashed at least 20 home

runs in 11 straight seasons.

ARA PARSEGHIAN, 94

 His Armenian family was Presbyterian, but the man who

woke up the echoes at Notre Dame in the 1960s had a streak

of self-flagellation that even the most ardent Catholic would

admire. “Before a game, his tension builds up almost to a point

of physical suffering,” Parseghian’s wife, Kathleen, told SI in

1959, when her husband was Northwestern’s coach. “He has to

choke back the tears. I’ve tried to get him to take tranquilizers

but he won’t do it. He thinks this suffering is part of the game.”

He also believed in the air game (Parseghian’s pass-happy

offense carried the Wildcats to the top of the polls during

the 1962 season) and the occasional bit of gamesmanship. At

Miami (Ohio) in ’54, he had his team wear ragged uniforms

when they practiced on Indiana’s field the day before a game.

Then, with their spotless uniforms on, his Redskins upset the

overconfident Hoosiers.

ParseghianturnedtheIrish—whohadwontwogames theseason

before his arrival—into national champs in just three years with a

squad that led the country in offense (36.2 points per game) and

defense (38 points surrendered). His ’73 team also finished No. 1.
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DON BAYLOR, 68
 The 1979 AL MVP was

both a bruiser and a

bruisee. An outfielder/DH

who once said his first

goal at the plate was to

get a hit and his second

was to get hit, Baylor

mashed 338 career

homers, drove in 1,276

runs and was plunked

267 times, a modern-day

record when he retired.

He managed the Rockies

to the playoffs in just

their third season, in ’95.

JAKE LAMOTTA, 95

 A violent man who found his calling in a violent field, LaMotta

had one of the sturdiest chins boxing has ever seen. “No son of a

bitch ever knocked me off my feet,” he often boasted—which was

true until 1952, when he suffered his only knockdown in 106 pro-

fessional fights. LaMotta took staggering amounts of punishment,

especially in his six bouts with Sugar Ray Robinson (of which he

lost five). He won his only belt when he KO’d middleweight champ

Marcel Cerdan in 1949.

A self-described “good-for-nothing bum kid,” LaMotta was sent to

reformatory school, where he learned to box—but was not reformed.

He admitted to beating at least one of his wives (he had seven),

and he served time on a road gang for encouraging a minor to be a

prostitute. His life story was told on the screen in Martin Scorsese’s

Raging Bull; Robert De Niro earned the 1981 Oscar for his portrayal

of LaMotta. “I kind of look bad in it,” LaMotta told The New York

Times. “Then I realized it was true. That’s the way it was. I was a

no-good bastard. It’s not the way I am now, but the way I was then.”

STEVE PALERMO, 67

Palermo saw his umpiring

career—and nearly his life—

end in 1991, when he was shot

while helping two women

who were being assaulted.

Told he might never walk, he

threw out the first pitch in

the ’91 World Series.

JERRY KRAUSE, 77
 Nicknamed Crumbs by

Michael Jordan because

he always had evidence of

doughnuts on his lapels,

the 5' 6" Krause left the

White Sox’ front office for

the Bulls’ in 1985, drafting

Scottie Pippen, hiring Phil

Jackson and stocking

Chicago’s six title teams.

ROLLIE MASSIMINO, 82
 The son of a Sicilian-born

shoemaker, Massimino—a

wildly gesticulating bundle

of energy—orchestrated

one of the greatest upsets

in NCAA hoops history when

his Villanova team knocked

off Georgetown to win the

1985 championship.

CHARISMATIC, 21
The chestnut colt was

one-eighth of a mile from

winning the 1999 Triple

Crown—he won the Kentucky

Derby at 31–1—when he

suffered multiple fractures

to his left foreleg.

DALLAS GREEN, 82
 Jokingly nicknamed

Whispers, the stern Green

took over the Phillies late in

1979. “We were a lethargic,

noncaring team,” he said.

In his first full campaign,

Philly won 91 games and

its first World Series.
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ROY HALLADAY, 40
 The son of a

commercial airline pilot,

Halladay was killed flying

his own plane, four years

after he retired as one of

his generation’s aces. The

righty won 203 games

and two Cy Young Awards

and tossed a pair of no-

hitters, including one in

the 2010 NLDS, his first

postseason start.

YALE LARY, 86
As if playing safety

(his 50 picks were fifth

in NFL history when

he retired) and punting

(he led the league three

times) weren’t enough, the

Hall of Famer moonlighted

as a minor league baseball

player and a Texas state

representative during

his 11-year career with

the Lions.
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BRIAN OLDFIELD, 71
 After finishing sixth in

the shot put in the 1972

Olympics, Oldfield gave

up his amateur status to

join a pro circuit. (He also

dabbled in bear wrestling.)

The hard-partying Oldfield

popularized the spin-

throw technique, and

his career-best outdoor

mark of 75 feet was

unsurpassed for 13 years.

BOBBY DOERR, 99
 Ted Williams said

Doerr was the only Red

Sox teammate he was

close to. They talked

about hunting, fishing

and hitting—a topic on

which both men knew

a thing or two. A career

.288 batter, Doerr was a

nine-time All-Star whose

223 homers rank 14th

among second basemen.

FRANK DEFORD, 78
The most charming thing

about the very charming

Princeton alum whose long-form

work changed sports journalism

was that he never took himself

too seriously. Sure, Deford

wrote masterpieces in his 50

years on the masthead, always

finding the humanity in subjects such as Bobby Knight,

Jimmy Connors and Howard Cosell. But he also wrote

SI’s review of The Karate Kid (he liked it because it was

innocent and simple), and his earnest advocacy of the sport

led to his enshrinement in the Roller Derby Hall of Fame.

From the SI Family

GIL ROGIN, 87
The fourth managing

editor of SI, Rogin joined

the magazine in 1955,

the year after its debut.

He rose through the

ranks, writing masterful

stories about sports—

and wry short fiction

for The New Yorker,

which published 30 of

his works. The eccentric

Rogin, who napped in his

office every afternoon

from two until three,

became the top editor in

’79 and left SI five years

later to run Discover.

BAMBI WULF, 62
As the chief of

reporters, Wulf—who was

with SI for 21 years—was

responsible for filling

entry-level positions,

jobs that went to some

of the best sportswriters

in the field today. The

number of scribes who

counted her as a mentor

is huge. The number who

counted her as a friend

was even greater.

ROBERT H. BOYLE, 88
The former Marine

who briefly played

professional baseball

in Spain wrote hundreds

of stories on many topics

but was most passionate

about the environment—

both writing about

it and going to great

lengths to protect it.

CATHERINE JOHNSON, 58
 Her organizational

skills as an art

department staffer

made late-night closes

run more smoothly—while

her cheerfulness made

them more bearable.

STEPHEN THOMAS, 51
The talented writer

with a wry wit specialized

in the NFL, then spent

time on the NASCAR beat.

CRISTINA SCALET, 53
Her expertise as a

photo editor led to

a saying in the office:

If Cristina can’t find a

picture, it doesn’t exist.
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CORTEZ KENNEDY, 48
 Like any good D-tackle,

Kennedy stuffed the run.

But he also terrorized

QBs despite not playing

on the edge, registering

58 sacks in his 11-season

Hall of Fame career with

the Seahawks. Quick

and powerful, Kennedy

was a handful. “I see Tez

grabbing guys by the

shoulders and throwing

them out of the way like

rag dolls,” teammate

Eugene Robinson said.

GENE CONLEY, 86
The only player to win

a World Series (with

the Milwaukee Braves

in 1957) and an NBA

championship (three,

with the Celtics), Conley

was a consummate

prankster, but he took

his work seriously. A

three- time MLB All-Star,

the 6' 8" righthander was

the winning pitcher in a

1961 game for the Red

Sox just 14 days after he

helped the C’s to a title.

JIM BUNNING, 85

The only man elected to baseball’s Hall of Fame and the U.S. Sen-

ate, Bunning was served by an assertive—bordering on combative—

personality in both professions. “If he had to brush back his mother,

I think he’d do it to win,” second baseman Frank Bolling once noted

of his fellow Tiger. With two outs in the ninth inning of the first of

his two no-hitters (the other was a perfect game), the sidearm-

ing righty dusted Ted Williams, who popped out on the next pitch.

(Bunning was the only pitcher to fan Williams three times in a

game, which he did in 1957.) When Bunning retired in 1971, he had

224 wins (118 in the AL and 106 in the NL) and 2,855 strikeouts, then

the second-most in history.

Bunning had dabbled with politics as a pitcher, taking an active role

in the players’ union and leading a group called Athletes for Nixon in

1968. He first ran for office in ’77, earning a seat on the Fort Thomas, Ky.,

city council. Nine years later he was a Republican congressman, and in

1998 he served the first of two terms in the Senate, where he was one of

the chamber’s most conservative members.
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Ever since reports broke long

ago of a certain seven-day

creation project, the week has

been a basic structural support

of human life and scheduling.

The work week. The weekly

planner. Shark Week. And of

course, the weekly magazine.

But as 2017 turns to

2018, everyone knows that

the weekly rhythm isn’t as

applicable as it once was.

The media maelstrom is now

measured in minutes, not

days; we consume news and

information in multisecond

bursts on whatever screen

happens to be in front of us. At

the same time, it can be hard

to keep up with more in-depth

coverage—we now know it as

#longform—that requires time

and thought to fully ingest

and appreciate.

typical single issue now. And

all 26 issues will be printed on

heavier, brighter paper that will

make SI’s famous photography

even more vivid and visceral.

Every issue will look and feel

like the premium reading

experience you deserve—the

kind of magazine that you’ll

need two weeks to enjoy.

Which brings us to

something that won’t change:

our dedication to bringing

you the best sports writing,

photography, journalism and

analysis—period. We’re excited

for 2018 and beyond. Excited to

bring you a magazine that better

meshes with how you read now.

Excited that in addition to the

magazine, we have more ways

to reach and interact with you

than ever before: SI.com, SI TV,

our popular Facebook, Twitter

and Instagram channels.

Excited that from instantaneous

tweets to premium video to

the best lean-back reading

experience in sports, we can

reach you at every point in your

fan experience.

Most of all, we’re excited

to have you along as

Sports Illustrated evolves

and grows. Happy holidays,

and best wishes for the new

year. Thanks for your support,

your loyalty, your commitment

and your feedback. And most of

all, thanks for reading. ±

Thanks to the best, most loyal

audience anywhere in media,

Sports Illustrated has

been a weekly staple for more

than 63 years, delivering the

best sports journalism with

near metronomic regularity.

That will continue to be the

case, but beginning next month

the metronome clicks a little

less often. Starting with our

Jan. 15, 2018, issue, SI is moving

to a biweekly schedule: 26 issues

per year, plus the standalone

Swimsuit Issue in February.

Why the change? For starters,

this is what you want: We’ve

heard from many subscribers

that it’s difficult to keep up

with a weekly magazine, that

you wouldn’t mind more time

to absorb each issue. But we’re

also sure that a biweekly

publishing schedule is a classic

less-is-more opportunity.

Twelve magazines next year

will be double issues, including

franchise tentpoles such as our

NFL, MLB, NBA and college

football previews, Where

Are They Now? in July, and

Sportsperson of the Year in

December. Keep an eye out,

too, for newer themed issues

devoted to food, fashion and the

future of sports.

The remaining single issues

will be bigger and better, with

an average of 30% more pages

of editorial content than our

 A NEW
 MODEL
B Y  T H E  E D I T O R S  O F

S P O R T S  I L L U S T R AT E D

SI 2018:
Revamping

our
schedule—

and creating
a less-

is-more
opportunity.

EDITORS’ LETTER
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The Sportsperson
edition reminds
us that even with
all the negativity,
divisiveness and
uncertainty in
the country, we
can find hope
in seeing highly
paid athletes
do wonders.
José Altuve and
J.J. Watt are
exemplary role
models. Thank
you for shining
light on these
two powerful
individuals.

Amy Chapin
GWINN, MICH.

 SCOREC ARD

I do not know
Greg Schiano
personally, and
Tennessee can
do what it will,
but I find it hard
to convict a man
on third-person
testimony. And any
institution that
bends to a group
of vocal partisans
only puts its
future at risk.

Chris Vail
PICKERINGTON,
OHIO

P A G E

1 8

C O V E R

When the controversy surrounding Kaepernick’s protest
initially gripped the country, I, unlike many, didn’t take a
firm stance on either side. Nonetheless I always felt the
act itself was juvenile and doubted that Kaepernick was
changing the world for the better. Upon reading about
his charitable contributions, I’ve discovered that I
could not have been more mistaken
(The Kap Effect). While there are still
some things (such as his choice
of socks) that I don’t agree with,
your article has demonstrated
what he has stood for all along.
Kudos to Colin and kudos to SI for
providing clarity on this social issue.

Tony Pardo, WEYMOUTH, MASS.

S.L. Price’s article about Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer
(Partners in Prime) captures the essence of what we in
the mental-conditioning profession attempt to impart
to aspiring pro athletes: One does not have to sacrifice
character, integrity or sportsmanship to rise to the
pinnacle. I feel fortunate for the years I have been able
to point to Roger and Rafa as the ultimate examples of
fierce athletes who compete, win and lose with class.

Jeff Troesch, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF.

The earlier Legacy Award winners—including Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar, Bill Russell and Jack Nicklaus—are iconic figures who
were the best of their respective eras. So I wonder how SI could
disparage the greatness and dignity of these giants by giving
the same award to Colin Kaepernick, a backup quarterback
who protests an injustice with an act of disrespect toward his
country, flag and national anthem.
Jim Kendig, LANCASTER, PA.

IF YOU DO NOT WANT

THE SWIMSUIT ISSUE

The annual SI Swimsuit
Issue will be published
in February. If you’re a
subscriber and would
prefer not to receive
it, call our customer
service center toll-free
at 1-866-228-1175.
If you choose not to
get the SI Swimsuit
Issue, SI will extend
your subscription.
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SUMMING UP THE

entire sports year of 2017

in one short essay is a

daunting task, though

it gets easier when

you realize that LaVar

Ball did nothing worth

mentioning. So where do

we begin?

In another city,

apparently. The Golden

State Warriors coaxed

Kevin Durant out of

Oklahoma City and won

the NBA championship.

The Houston Astros

plucked Justin Verlander

out of Detroit and won

the World Series. The

Nashville Predators yanked

P.K. Subban out of Montreal

and made the Stanley Cup

finals. Oklahoma pulled

Baker Mayfield away from

Texas Tech, and he won the

Heisman, and his team won

the Big 12 and a spot in the

College Football Playoff.

In 2017 everybody

seemed to think that

happiness was just an

Uber away—or a private

plane. The Cavaliers and

the Celtics met in the

Eastern Conference finals

and then swapped star

point guards. “Yankee for

Life” Derek Jeter left for

Miami, then threatened to

make Giancarlo Stanton

a “Marlin for Life” before

trading him to New York,

where fans will love him for

life . . . or at least until he

strikes out.

As you may have heard

once or a thousand times:

Pro sports are a business.

But we also have college

sports, which are also a

business. Remember the

controversy about college

football players skipping

bowl games so they could

stay healthy for the NFL

draft? That was just last

year, but it already seems

quaint. This year we saw

a national-championship-

winning coach, Jimbo

Fisher, ditch Florida

State for Texas A&M

with four weeks left in

the season. Scott Frost

chose Nebraska over

Florida while he was still

coaching—and winning—

at Central Florida.

Even the heroes seemed

to leave the podium

quickly. Consider two of

the most memorable plays

of the year. Mississippi

State’s Morgan William

ended the UConn women’s

111-game winning streak

in the Final Four, then

she was benched two days

later in the fourth quarter

of her team’s title-game

loss to South Carolina.

The Patriots’ Julian

Edelman made the year’s

most amazing catch in

the Super Bowl but hasn’t

played in a meaningful

game since because of a

knee injury.

Serena Williams beat

the times they are a . . .
We’ll remember 2017 as a year of change—old faces in new places—as

activist athletes reminded us that the present now will later be past
B Y  M I C H A E L  R O S E N B E R G
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Where do we begin? In another city,
apparently. In 2017 everybody seemed to think
that happiness was just an Uber away.



her sister in the Australian

Open final, then skipped

the rest of the year before

giving birth to daughter

Olympia on Sept. 1.

And of course, perhaps

the most newsworthy

NFL players this season

were J.J. Watt, who only

played five games before

breaking his leg, and

Colin Kaepernick, who

played zero because of an

unbendable conscience.

There were some

familiar faces in the

crowd of champions: the

Patriots, the Warriors,

Sidney Crosby’s Penguins,

North Carolina’s men’s

hoops team. And then

there were the champs

we know so well but still

didn’t expect: Roger

Federer and Rafael Nadal

swept the year’s Grand

Slam events for the first

time since 2010. Speaking

of familiar champions:

Cristiano Ronaldo won

his fifth Ballon d’Or as the

World Player of the Year.

Ronaldo makes greatness

seem easy. Sergio García

spent years showing us it

is not, which is why his

Masters triumph was such

a joy. Even García had

doubted García.

We have reached the

point in this essay when

the Atlanta Falcons

probably figure we’re done

and stop reading. That

is just as well. Then they

won’t read, yet again, about

how they blew a 28–3

late-third-quarter lead in

the Super Bowl, losing to

the Patriots in overtime.

It was Tom Brady’s fifth

title, and maybe his

most memorable, though

we should not render

judgment until he retires,

like many Americans, at

age 65.

By then maybe Russia

will be welcomed back into

the Olympics. Consider

how corrupt a country

must be to be banned by

the International Olympic

Committee; it’s like being

kicked out of a hedge fund

for being too rich. In 2017,

Russia was banned from

the 2018 Winter Olympics

for a massive doping

campaign.

So maybe the Russian

ban is actually a 2018

story. Perhaps, that is

the real story of sports in

2017: It was a bridge year.

We may remember this as

the year we transferred

power—from Brady to

Carson Wentz, Jared Goff

and Deshaun Watson;

from Alabama to Clemson;

from Nick Saban and Bill

Belichick to Lincoln Riley

and Sean McVay; from

the Cubs to the Astros

and then probably back to

the Yankees, like always.

As Belichick might say,

“We’re on to 2018.” ±

3
Straight wins for the
49ers under QB Jimmy
Garoppolo, including
a 25–23 victory over
Tennessee on Sunday.
Now 5–0 (two wins with
the Patriots), Garoppolo
is the first QB since
Ben Roethlisberger
in 2004 to start his
career with five wins.

6
Number of
years John Skipper
served as president
of ESPN. Skipper, who
joined the company in
1997, resigned abruptly
Monday, citing a desire
to treat a substance-
addiction problem.

60
Career triple doubles by
LeBron James after his
fifth of the season in a
109–100 Cavs win over
the .
Ave 9 3 ,
Jam p d L y B d
to m n
the all time
list f l
doubl

GO
F IGU R E

ght wins for the

9–100 Cavs win over
e
e
m
m
e
t

ou

Jazz last Saturday.
raging 9.3 assists,

mes passed Larry Bird
move into sixth on

all-time
of triple
bles.
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game plan
Citi Field hosts the

Sabres and Rangers for the

Winter Classic on Jan. 1

tax inform
What the new bill

means for sports

THE PLAN
hits college
boosters by
eliminating
deductions
for donations

made to university
athletic departments for
the purpose of securing
the right to purchase
tickets. Under the IRS’s
current treatment,
80% of such donations
are eligible to be
deducted as a charitable
donation—no longer.

THE BILL
stands to
benefit pro
athletes since
the top marginal
tax rate (over

$500,000 for singles,
$600,000 for couples, i.e.
many athletes) ticks down
from 39.6% to 37.0%. But
because the plan caps
deductions for state and
local taxes, high earners in
high-tax states (California,
New York, New Jersey)
may not come out ahead.

WHAT’S MOST
noteworthy,
though, is
what the final
bill ultimately
excluded. The

first version called for an
end to tax-free stadium-
construction bonds, an
exemption that fueled
public financing for projects
(left) that primarily
benefited billionaire
team owners. But that
matter is not addressed in
the final bill. —Jack Dickey

RANGERS

After getting off to

a 1-5-2 start, the

Blueshirts have

bounced back

(18–12–3), thanks

to winger Mats

Zuccarello, who

leads the team

with 27 points.

SHAKE SH

Hit the fa g

stand early or prepare

for an endless line.

DO

Indulge your inner

child—or your actual

child—with a bowl of

raw (but totally safe

to eat) cookie dough.

SABRES

How to sum up Buffalo’s season?

Let’s just say winger Evander

Kane, who has a team-high

14 goals, has been great.

FAN F T

The fun begins at 9 a.m. in

Lot F, where everyone is

invited to enjoy interactive

hockey-themed games, win

prizes and warm up with

breakfast from food trucks,

Stuf’d and Big D’s Grub.

FUKU

Starting 2018

with a delicious

fried chicken

sandwich is a fine

idea. Resolutions

are for Jan. 2.

1 2 3

IN BUFFALO . . .
Take in the game
at (716) Food and
Sport (above), just

down the street
from the Sabres’
KeyBank Center.
With more than

70 TVs, including
one 38-foot screen

above the main
bar, you’ll enjoy a
better view than
any of the fans at

Citi Field—and you’ll
be warmer too.

IN MANHATTAN . . .
Head to TriBeCa

and have brunch at
Warren 77—if you
can snag a table
at the small but

ultrahip Rangers-
themed restaurant-
bar. Proudly listing

poutine on the menu
and serving Molson
Canadian on tap, it’s
a little slice of the
Great White North

in the Big Apple.

m in

EST

un begins at 9 a m

T

begins at 9 a m

not in Queens?

1 2

3

4

5

6

2

6

3

5

BUF NYR
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arron Lee

The Jets’ linebacker after
h s team fell 31–19 to the
Saints on Sunday, a loss
that resulted in New York’s

eventh straight
on-playoff season.

’tis the season
Celebrating 2017, from the Coliseum to Camden Yards,

we send our well-wishes with these sports holiday cards

Chris Froome
The four-time Tour
de France winner
tested positive for
excessive levels
of salbutamol, a
drug used to treat
his asthma. The
cycling federation
continues to look
into the matter.

Maame Biney
The 17-year-
old won the
500 meters at the
U.S. short track
trials to become
the first black
female to make
the U.S. Olympic
speedskating
team.

A Louisiana man
has sued the
Saints, seeking
a refund for his
season tickets
and attorney’s
fees because, he
argues, the player
demonstrations
during the
national anthem
caused his tickets
to lose their
entertainment
value.
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Margaux Arnston  | Puyallup, Wash.  | Volleyball

Arnston, a senior at Claremont McKenna who plays for the

combined Claremont-Mudd-Scripps team, had a game-high 18 kills

to lead the Athenas to a 3–0 win over Wittenberg and the Division III

title. The first first-team All-America in program history, she had a

team-best 358 kills, with 38 digs and a .340 hitting percentage.

Christian Velasquez  | San Manuel, Ariz.  | Football

Christian, a senior at San Manuel High, rushed for a school-record

514 yards and nine touchdowns in a 78–13 win over Tombstone. The

week before, he had run for 345 yards and five TDs in a 60–22 defeat

of Globe. Christian finished the season with 2,103 yards rushing and

32 scores and went four straight games with four or more TDs.

Talanoa Hufanga  | North Albany, Ore.  | Football

Talanoa, a senior at Crescent Valley High, caught five passes for

159 yards and three touchdowns in a 51–0 win over Springfield. He

also rushed for 74 yards and a TD and made five tackles as a strong

safety. One of the top-ranked athletes in the country, Talanoa finished

the year with 696 receiving yards, 44 tackles and four interceptions.

Damon Martin  | Alamosa, Colo.  | Cross-country

Martin, the cross-country and track and field coach at Adams State,

led the men’s and women’s cross-country teams to Division II

championships, the 30th and 31st of his career and the 53rd and 54th

in program history. The Grizzlies had five top 15 finishers and eight

All-Americas. Martin has won 34 national coach of the year awards.

Melissa Sheeran  | Schaghticoke, N.Y.  | Ice Hockey

Sheeran, a junior forward at Plattsburgh, had two goals and an assist

in an 8–0 victory over Potsdam; a day later she had a goal and an

assist in another win over Potsdam. Through 12 games she leads

D-III with 28 points (10 goals, 18 assists). Last year Sheeran scored a

D-III-best 33 goals and led the Cardinals to the national title.

Maya Lacognato   | Granger, Ind.  | Soccer

Maya, a junior at Penn High, scored a goal in a 2–0 win over

Guerin Catholic, helping the Kingsmen to their second straight state

title. Maya, who netted the winning goal in the final last year, scored

13 times and had 12 assists in 24 games this season. She was named

first-team all-state, as well as to the academic all-state team.

Thirty-three years

after winning a World

Series with the Tigers,

shortstop Alan Trammell

(above, left) and pitcher

Jack Morris will be

reunited in Cooperstown.

Last week the pair,

both drafted by Detroit

in 1976, was elected

to the Hall of Fame by

the Modern Baseball

Era Committee, which

considers candidates

whose 15-year eligibility

has expired. Trammell, a

six-time All-Star, was the

MVP of the ’84 Series,

driving in six runs in

a five-game win over

the Padres. Morris, a

254-game winner, earned

that award in ’91, after he

pitched one of the most

memorable postseason

games ever—a 10-inning

Game 7 shutout of the

Braves. —J.F.

UP D AT E

Hall-marked
duo
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BY STEPHANIE APSTEIN

PA                 GE30
Photograph by
Kevin D. Liles

. . . is what Alabama defensive back

MINKAH FITZPATRICK does, and that’s why
he’s his coach’s favorite and the best player on
the best D in the country, and though his team
is fortunate to be among a College Football
Playoff field that includes a new power with
dynastic aspirations, party-crashers from the
Big 12 and an SEC upstart, don’t count out the
most dominant program of the past decade

HONOR BOUND
Though the Tide fell to Auburn
on Nov. 25, a few weeks later
Fitzpatrick became just the
third player to win both the
Thorpe and Bednarik awards.

2 0 1 7 – 2 0 1 8
COLLEGE

FOOTBA LL

PL AYOFF
PREVIEW
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T
the Alabama staff call ahead to make

sure the hotel spas could accommodate

treatments for his sore left hamstring.

When he took photos with each tro-

phy, he adjusted his hands so as not to

cover the plaque’s face. He corrects his

mother when she mixes up there and

their in texts. He follows his siblings

and two-year-old nephew around his

dorm when they visit, straightening

up whatever they knock over.

Not every little detail matters, except

that of course it does. His whole life

has shown him that. So he refuses to

be distracted on the way to the na-

tional title he covets. Sure, Alabama

won the championship his freshman

year—a 45–40 victory over Clemson—

but he got beaten for two touchdowns

in that game, so if anything, he feels

Alabama won its most recent national

title despite him.

His parents worry about him, al-

though not for the typical college-

student reasons. Friends say that Fitz-

patrick, 21, abstains from drugs and

The junior Alabama defensive back

is meticulous in all aspects of his life,

sometimes to the exhaustion of those

around him. Fitzpatrick attributes the

Tide’s crushing loss in last season’s

championship game against Clemson

to “people coming late to a meeting

or just not wearing the right socks.”

He acknowledges that he may sound

insane but adds, “If you can’t do the

small things right, how can you expect

to do the big things?”

There are so many small things. The

crucifix around Fitzpatrick’s neck is

always centered. As he traveled the

South to pick up individual honors

this month—among others, he won the

Chuck Bednarik Award, given to the

nation’s best defensive player—he had

THE WHOLE point of distressed jeans is, of course,
that they are distressed. Minkah Fitzpatrick knows

fashion. His mother and older sister both work for Burlington
department stores; he styles teammates for awards ceremo-
nies. And yet here he is—the best player on the nation’s best
defense, a top 10 pick in next year’s NFL draft (should he
decide to declare) and arguably the most dominant player who
will take the field in next month’s College Football Playoff—
straightening the purposely asymmetrical rip on his left knee
as he explains that he abhors clutter.

K
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V
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S

BACK BU R NER
With the speed and

skills of a corner
and the range of a
safety, Fitzpatrick

plays every position
in the secondary.

P L A Y O F F
P R E V I E W
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alcohol. His parents get his (mostly

good) grades forwarded to them on

Thursdays. They make the 15-hour

drive from Old Bridge, N.J., to games

once a month and know his whole

crew. The cleaning staff at the foot-

ball facility once thanked them for

raising such a nice boy. Minkah Sr.

and Melissa are not concerned that

their son will end up on the wrong

path; they just wish that every once

in a while he could take a moment to

notice when he crests a hill.

“I think it’s a hard balance for ath-

letes,” Fitzpatrick’s father says. “They

are kind of programmed to do things

in order, almost to the point where you

don’t get the chance to enjoy the mo-

ment because you’re already worried

about the next moment, and the next,

and the next. So you don’t get a chance

to take that second to soak it in. But

he’s learning to do that slowly, I guess.”

Melissa shoots him a look. “I think

he’s way wrong,” she says. “I don’t

think he’s learning to do that. I actu-

ally think it’s getting worse.”

EVEN
B E F O R E  T H E Y  L O S T  T H E I R

house, the Fitzpatricks never had it

easy. Minkah Sr. and Melissa met at an

ice cream parlor after an eighth-grade

dance and had two kids by the time

they were 19. (Minkah Jr. and his older

sister, Destiny, shared a bedroom in a

tiny railroad apartment until they were

six and seven. Their otherwise close

friendship was occasionally interrupted

by table-flipping fights usually brought

on by Minkah’s neatness and Destiny’s

refusal to make her bed.) “We had to

grow up with them,” says Melissa.

The parents stressed that you earn

your future in this world. Minkah Sr.

took his son to the shop where he works

70-hour weeks as a diesel mechanic and

volunteered him for the dirtiest, heavi-

est jobs. “If you don’t want to be here

forever,” he would remind the boy, “you

better keep those grades up.” Minkah

was accepted to St. Peter’s Prep, an

all-boys school an hour away. The fall

of 2011, his freshman year, was about

T
Rushing yards by

Bryant. In 2016,

Deshaun Watson

totaled 629.

Number of Tigers

in 2017 who

rushed for more

than 600 yards.

C L E M S O N

646 3
THE BIGGEST question

at the start of

Clemson’s 2017 season

was simple: How do you

replace a legend?

The Tigers entered

the fall facing serious

doubts about their

ability to remain

among college

football’s elite. When

QB Deshaun Watson

declared for the NFL

draft after leading the

Tigers to a national

championship, he left

behind a void that no

single player could

have been expected

to fill. But Clemson

plowed through the

regular season in a

manner befitting a

dynastic juggernaut

to enter its third

straight playoff.

Clemson’s staff

knew it would need

to reconfigure

its scheme for an

unproven quarterback

and a cast of skill

players that lacked a

true headliner. In late

August, coach Dabo

Swinney announced

that junior KELLY

BRYANT would start

the Sept. 2 season

opener against

Mid-American

Conference cellar

dweller Kent State.

“You don’t have to be

Deshaun,” Clemson

coaches told him.

“We want you to just

be Kelly.”

To help him be Kelly,

the staff scaled back

the passing attack

and instead relied

more on their deep

corps of tailbacks.

By leaning on its

running game and

not asking Bryant to

step too far out of

his comfort zone as

a passer, Clemson

kept its offense on

track. In his first

road start against

then No. 14 Louisville,

Kelly threw for 316

passing yards and

rushed for two TDs.

Now with the Texans

in Houston, Watson

replied to a Twitter

user who suggested

that Bryant might be

the next Watson,

“He will be better

than me!”

To beat

Alabama and win the

title, Clemson will rely

on a D that is allowing

just 12.8 points per

game. Clemson’s

offense is balanced—

“I felt like we’d be

able to win in the

trenches and run the

ball more effectively

than we did last year,”

says Swinney—but

the Tigers still need

Bryant to make

big plays. Swinney

and his staff have

proved this season

that they have a

sturdy foundation

that’s capable of

weathering the loss

of a legend. Now

they’re about to

find out if their new

leading man can

become legendary.

No Deshaun? No problem. Junior
quarterback KELLY BRYANT stepped
in for the Tigers and has the team in the
College Football Playoff looking to repeat
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to begin when Hurricane Irene crashed

into New Jersey.

The seven Fitzpatricks—Minkah

and Destiny have two sisters and a

brother—waited the storm out, blink-

ing into the sunlight the next day to

survey the damage. Their backyard

was filling with water. An otter floated

past as they moved the contents of their

cellar upstairs. The house was con-

demned, and they relocated to a shel-

ter. They moved to Melissa’s mother’s

basement in Old Bridge. Minkah Sr.

dropped his son at the ShopRite on

Route 9 every day, where football coach

Rich Hansen would collect him and

take him the rest of the way; unable

to afford the cafeteria meal, Minkah

ate free peanut-butter-and-jelly sand-

wiches for lunch.

After a year of struggling

to pay tuition, Melissa

buckled. “We’re going to go

back to public school,” she

told her son in the car after

a scrimmage. It was the

silence that got her atten-

tion. She saw in the rear-

view mirror that Minkah

had pulled his towel over

his head. She stared at his

scrunched-up face, lower

lip jutting out, holding back

tears, and thought, We’ve

got to find a way to do this. Each par-

ent picked up a third job. They didn’t

find out until later that Minkah was

considering quitting the team to help

his dad lug engines around.

They all worked evenings to rebuild

the house and spent weekends in their

Honda Odyssey, journeying to football

camps across the country. As a Jersey

kid, they figured, Minkah needed the

exposure, so his parents posted high-

lights on YouTube starting in eighth

grade and tried not to turn down any

invitations. (In one video, the pint-

sized running back somersaults over

a tangle of defenders.)

In the end he chose Alabama over

the two dozen schools that offered

him scholarships. The program had

won three championships and sent 11

defensive backs to the NFL over the

previous seven years, but the Fitz-

patricks had assurances that academ-

ics would also be a priority. Minkah’s

parents were emphatic: Their son

would become the first Fitzpatrick

to graduate from college. But the real

fit was with coach Nick Saban. They

knew that the man who had once

complained that winning a national

title had cost him a week of recruiting

would understand their son.

R ICH
H A NSEN LIK ES TO TELL THE

story of when the Marauders won the

state championship Minkah’s senior

year. Hansen called the next morning to

congratulate his star. Minkah couldn’t

talk. He was in the middle of a workout.

He spent spring break of his senior

year standing on the sideline at Tide

practice, preparing himself for the

fall. He uses his Sundays to watch film

with coaches. Alabama staffers trade

stories of walking into a dark Mal

Moore Athletic Complex after hours

to find one screen ablaze, Fitzpatrick

pausing and rewinding.

“He’s the standard of the program,”

says junior running back Damien Har-

ris, a top NFL prospect who credits his

success this year to his offseason of

working out with Fitzpatrick. Team-

mates refer to Fitzpatrick as “Coach

Saban’s son,” because he’s the only per-

son whose performance reliably makes

the famously stone-faced coach smile.

“I just like being around him,”

Saban says. “I like the way he goes

about his work. It’s fun to see him

improve and take on new challenges.

He’s just one of those favorite guys.”

Saban likes to say, “You can either

suffer the pain of discipline or the

pain of disappointment,” and Fitzpat-

rick parrots the phrase even off the

field. When the Tide won that cham-

pionship game his freshman year, he

called Hansen to apologize for his

poor performance. He once looked so

distraught on the sideline that Harris

asked him what was wrong. “I missed

an assignment,” he said. “Dude,” Har-

ris said, “We’re up by 40.”

Chuck Morris, a performance coach

who works with Fitzpatrick in the off-

season, disputes the terminology most

people use to describe his

protégé’s self-flagellation.

“Hard on yourself is an

emotion,” he says. “He

strives for excellence,

which is purposeful.”

Fitzpatrick plays every

position in the second-

ary, sometimes switch-

ing from snap to snap.

He has the cover skills

of a cornerback but the

instincts and range of a

safety. This is the future,

Saban says, as the game

moves toward pass-heavy, open forma-

tions. “He’s the prototype” of a modern

college DB, he says.

At the end of a whirlwind week of

honors, Fitzpatrick picked up the Jim

Thorpe Award for best defensive back

in the nation and the Bednarik Award,

joining Charles Woodson and Patrick

Peterson as the only players who have

won both honors. Some level of meticu-

lousness is to be expected from anyone

who achieves this level of success. Still,

all new Alabama players take a person-

ality test when they arrive, so coaches

can adjust to their learning styles. In

the years it has been administered,

no one has scored closer to Saban’s

personality type than Fitzpatrick.

That sounded about right to his

parents. At 12, Minkah had looked

STRAIGHT CFP APPEARANCES

by Alabama, the only program to

appear in all four

POINTS ALLOWED PER GAME

by the Alabama defense,

best in the country
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Yards per play by the

offense, a full yard

more than any other

team in the nation.

Yards per play allowed

by the Sooners’

defense, which ranks

64th in the country.

OKL AHOMA

8.3 5.5

For a team with a offense led by Heisman Trophy winner
Baker Mayfield, the key will be the play of the Sooners’ defense
and its best player, lineman OGBONNIA OKORONKWO
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THE BEST DEFENSIVE

player in the Big 12

never thought he’d be a

football player. In fact,

until OGBONNIA (OBO)

OKORONKWO was a

sophomore in high school,

he didn’t really know how

the game was played.

Okoronkwo was planning

to be a pharmacist when

a high school football

coach spotted the 6' 1"

180-pounder with the long

arms and told him, “Come

play D-end for me.”

“What’s a D-end?”

Okoronkwo asked.

The son of Nigerian

immigrants (his dad is

a lawyer, and his mom

is a nurse), Okoronkwo

hid the fact that he was

playing on Houston’s

Alief Taylor High football

team from his parents

for more than a year. “My

mom is a worrywart,” he

says. When he eventually

invited them to come

watch him, “they were

surprised I was actually

good,” he says.

Okoronkwo arrived at

Oklahoma four years ago

as an under-the-radar

205-pound freshman.

He was overwhelmed by

the Sooners’ playbook.

It was embarrassing

to feel so lost. “I didn’t

know anything about

football,” he says. “I was

learning a lot slower

than our other freshmen

and sophomores in

[defensive coordinator

Mike Stoops’s] room. I

was making more than

10 busts at practice.

But Coach Mike [Stoops]

stuck with me. I’m really

grateful for that.”

Okoronkwo lost count

of how many times he

thought about leaving

Norman to head home to

Houston those first two

years. “My roommate,

Jordan Evans, and Coach

[Tim] Kish kept telling

me, ‘You’re gonna be a

really good player once

you get it.’ But I kept

thinking, Am I ever gonna

get it—whatever it is?”

Okoronkwo let

his frustration with

football seep into his

schoolwork. By the end

of his freshman year,

the coaches were losing

patience. One day head

coach Bob Stoops called

him into his office.

“He was giving me

one more chance,”

Okoronkwo says. “I

didn’t deserve it. Walking

into his office that day,

I had checked out. I was

more surprised than

anything. He said, ‘Don’t

make me regret it.’ ”

By 2016, Okoronkwo

bulked up to a sculpted

245 pounds while

still maintaining his

4.5 speed. Okoronkwo

says the two biggest

areas he began to

improve in were

his ability to play

in space and his

honed awareness

on what’s coming at

him. “Looking back, it

was just a process,”

says Okoronkwo. “Not

everybody starts the

race at the same place.”

In 2016, his first

season as a starter,

Okoronkwo finally got it.

He piled up nine sacks

and 12 tackles for loss.

This year OU shifted to

a four-man front, with

Okoronkwo moving from

linebacker to defensive

end. His 171⁄2 tackles

for loss are second in

the Big 12. “For him to

make it to where he’s

at now is a beautiful

thing because there

was a point where you

didn’t know if you were

gonna see him the next

day,” says defensive

assistant Erik Striker.

Mike Stoops says

Okoronkwo has become

a coach on the field to

his younger teammates

and that he has made

the most improvement

of any player he’s ever

coached. “He’s lucky he’s

still here,” Stoops says.

 “And we’re lucky too.”
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disdainfully at teammates splash-

ing in the pool the night before the

Pop Warner championship game at

Disney World. He grumbled about the

right way to prepare. His parents relate

the story with a chuckle, but the mo-

ment still annoys Fitzpatrick. “I just

think if you’re going to do something,”

he says, “you should be great.”

This attitude seems more suited for

a tennis player or a golfer than the star

of a team sport. Even at the highest

level you are likely to find yourself rely-

ing on people who do not quite match

your dedication—and intensity. That

reality baffled him as a child, which is

perhaps why he found himself hanging

out mostly with kids from his honors

classes or debate club. He was popular

and well liked, but he could not under-

stand why teammates bristled when

he called out poor effort. Didn’t they

see that he was just trying to help?

So he led by example. Finally Han-

sen’s son, defensive coordinator Rich

Hansen III, pulled Minkah aside. “Not

everyone was raised the same way as

you,” he explained. “You can’t just get

mad at people. You have to teach them

what the standard is and then remind

them when they don’t hit it.”

Perhaps the disconnect came be-

cause other people view a victory as a

victory. Fitzpatrick sets a goal, meets

it and begins anew. Harris had walked

by the photo of the Thorpe Award in

his friend’s locker all year. So after

Fitzpatrick won that and the Bednarik

Award in the same night, Harris called

g He was too late.

“ y patrick said, “but

y g g ing.”
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GEORGIA

JAKE FROMM had

gone through spring

practice at Georgia,

but in May, when

the skill players

assembled for

their first day of

voluntary seven-

on-seven work, he

was still very much a

newcomer. The QBs

run the show in these

sessions, but those

who have played in

actual games do

most of the talking.

So senior linebacker

Davin Bellamy was

a little surprised

when Fromm, a true

freshman, began

chirping at the

defense to hurry

up so the group

could get through

the entire script of

plays. “It shows us

that he’s not afraid

of the moment,”

Bellamy said in

September, five

days before Fromm

made his first start,

at Notre Dame, in

place of sophomore

Jacob Eason, who had

sprained his left knee

in the season opener.

Fromm has made

the most of his

opportunity, leading

the Bulldogs to their

first SEC title since

2005. On a team

with a fierce rushing

attack led by Nick

Chubb and Sony

Michel, he hasn’t

been asked to carry

the offense; he never

attempted more than

29 passes in a game.

He wasn’t prolific but

against tough SEC

D’s was efficient,

finishing sixth in the

country in yards per

attempt (9.4).

Fromm grew up

wanting to play for

Georgia. “You always

dream about it in the

backyard playing with

your brothers,” he

says. When he arrived

in Athens, the odds

were long he’d see

much action before

his third year, with

Eason at the helm.

Fromm’s teammates

might have expected

a steeper learning

curve, but, “he

has the poise of a

senior,” says senior

receiver Javon Wims.

When Eason went

down in Georgia’s

season-opening

31–10 win against

Appalachian State,

Fromm was ready,

a steady presence

through the SEC

title game, his finest

performance as the

Bulldogs defeated

No. 6 Auburn 28–7

to secure a CFP bid.

Can the youngster

lead Georgia to its

first national title

since 1980? “When

you see how the guy

prepares, you don’t

worry at all,” Bellamy

says. “That guy is

different.”

Yards per attempt

by Fromm,

sixth-best in

the country.

Rushing yards

per game by

Georgia, 10th

in the country.9.4 264

The Bulldogs feature a devastating
rushing attack and stout D, but
freshman QB JAKE FROMM will
have to rise to the occasion
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unsure whether people approaching

him wanted a conversation or just a

photo. After enough new friends told

him, “You’re actually really nice,” he

began to wonder: Was he intimidating?

He began trying to talk to at least one

stranger a day to get himself out of his

shell. He was confused a few weeks

ago when a TV reporter asked him

how he wanted to be remembered as

a football player. “As a good man,” he

answered. One night he was grabbing

dinner at a restaurant when a man

asked if he could sit down. Fitzpatrick

stopped himself before he could say no

and spent the evening hearing what

he had meant to the man, who was

suffering from terminal cancer.

Still, once a month or so, Prewitt gets

the same text from Fitzpatrick: Dude,

challenge me. How can I be challenged?

“I don’t think he realizes how far he’s

come,” Prewitt says.

There is still far to go. Alabama failed

to win the SEC championship for the

first time in Fitzpatrick’s career. A dozen

players left for the NFL last year, in-

cluding six defensive starters, and the

group that remained suffered injuries to

three key linebackers. The rematch with

Clemson, which will come on New Year’s

Day in the Sugar Bowl, will pit the Tide

against a surging team with the only

defense that rivals its own. If Alabama

prevails, Oklahoma or Georgia awaits.

And that’s just the next three weeks.

Soon Fitzpatrick will have to decide

whether to return for his senior year or

declare for the NFL draft. The choice

seems easy—he would be a top pick,

putting him in line for an eight-figure

deal—but he maintains he has not made

it. Friends say he has not even discussed

the draft with them. Even his house is

divided. His father, fearing in-

jury before his son signs his first

contract, would prefer he go. His

mother, holding fast to the vision

of a Fitzpatrick in a mortar board,

believes he will never earn his de-

gree if he leaves. “We’ll continue

to argue,” she says.

“It’s not arguing,” Minkah Sr.

corrects her with a grin. “It’s in-

tense fellowship.”

But first: that ring. If Fitzpatrick gets

his second in three years, if he leads

Alabama to another national title, if

he helps Saban tie Bear Bryant as the

most decorated college football coach

in history, with a sixth? Harris laughs.

“If we win,” he says, “Minkah will give

everybody hugs, he’ll be smiling—but

as soon as he gets out of that locker

room, he’ll be watching film, trying to

find out what he did wrong.”

Fitzpatrick has evolved as a leader,

a teammate and a man, but his par-

ents are right. He is no better at bask-

ing in his own success. This is the

price of pursuing greatness. The hill

has no crest. ±

because they just don’t know.” I have

to teach people, he thought.

Fitzpatrick is finding his voice on

the football field, too. Now, when

younger players struggle during swel-

tering Tuscaloosa workouts, he yells,

“I love it! I love it!” After an argument

broke out during practice this season,

he called a team meeting. “If somebody

says something, they’re not trying to

embarrass you,” he said. “They’re try-

ing to make you better.”

Keke Prewitt, the unofficial min-

ister of a group of friends that in-

cludes Fitzpatrick and Tide punter

JK Scott, laughs now as he considers

the 18-year-old who sat silently in the

pew three years ago, mouth drawn,A
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COV ER ING THE FIELD
In a 59–0 defeat of Vanderbilt, the

Tide gave up just 78 total yards. On
the season, it was second in the
nation in yards allowed per game,

and Fitzpatrick was fifth on the team
in tackles with 52, six for loss.

H E ’ S  T H E  S TA N D A R D
O F  T H E  P R O G R A M ”

—Damien Ha r r i s
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THE
BRACKET 
HOW IT WILL GO
BY ANDY STAPLES

Georgia has averaged 263.5 rushing yards

per game, but trying to run against Clemson

will feel like the first Georgia-Auburn game,

when the Bulldogs averaged 1.4 yards a

carry. It will be up to Jake Fromm to loosen

up Clemson’s defense through the air.

Otherwise, the Bulldogs will suffocate.

C L E M S O N
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THE HEALTHIEST EDITION of the Crimson Tide since the

season opener will take the field in New Orleans, and that

should worry Clemson QB Kelly Bryant and the Tigers’

offensive line. LBs Terrell Lewis and Christian Miller, injured

much of the season, should be close to 100%. Alabama QB

Jalen Hurts (below) will have to play much better than he

did in the Iron Bowl. Auburn’s front pressured Hurts and

kept him in the backfield—something no team had done.

Clemson’s d-line, led by DT Christian Wilkins (above),  is the

best in the country, and an offense that struggled with

Auburn LB Jeff Holland may find more trouble from Clemson.

CLEMSON 27 | ALABAMA 24

J A C O B  K U P F E R M A N / C S M / S H U T T E R S T O C K  ( W I L K I N S);  D AV I D  Y E A Z E L L / I CO N

S P O R T S W I R E / G E T T Y  I M A G E S  (C L E M S O N);  K E V I N  D .  L I L E S  (H U R T )
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Dabo Swinney (above) and Clemson will need

another big performance from WR Hunter

Renfrow, last season’s title game hero. But

it may come down to a contest between

Tigers RB Travis Etienne and Georgia’s Sony

Michel to see who can be the first to have a

long run that breaks the game open.

O K L A H O M A

G E O R G I A

L  C H A M P I O N S H I P

NO.2

NO.3

IF GEORGIA DEFENDERS believe that Oklahoma is just

a soft Big 12 team, they’re in for a long afternoon. The

Sooners’ o-line is the best the Bulldogs have seen, and

that group will be blocking for Heisman Trophy winner

Baker Mayfield (above), the best QB Georgia has faced.

Still, LB Roquan Smith and the Bulldogs have proved

capable of dominating good offenses, and Georgia’s

ground game, with RB Nick Chubb (below), can pound away.

GEORGIA 38 | OKLAHOMA 37
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COLLEGE
FOOTBA LL

PL AYOFF
PREVIEW

I N T H E DAYS  after a 40–17

loss at Auburn on Nov. 11, Geor-

gia players heard the same message

whether they were eating dinner at

their training table, bench-pressing in

the weight room or doing homework in

study hall. The season isn’t over. All of

your goals remain in front of you. Beating

Kentucky is all that matters.

Second-year coach Kirby Smart

and strength coach Scott Sinclair had

begun formulating that refrain the

night of that loss, the Bulldogs’ first of

2017. Smart honed it after he met with

his staff. To make sure every athletic

department employee who interacted

with the players knew what to say, the

word went out to all department heads:

No one was to dwell on the defeat in

the presence of the players.

Why does Smart care what the person

serving chicken breasts or an academic

adviser says to his Bulldogs? “What’s

really been important in the success of

the places I’ve been is that the message

came clear and direct and everybody

understood that,” says Smart, whose

team responded with three straight wins

I M I T A T I O N 
   G A M E
Programs looking to replicate Nick Saban’s Process have been eager
to turn his assistants into head coaches. In K I R B Y  S M A R T, Georgia may
have hired the closest thing to the original, and he could find himself
facing his mentor for the national championship

BY
ANDY
STAPLES

T H E
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ing base and the resources to build a

program similar to his mentor’s. The

hope is that when Saban, 66, decides it’s

time to turn his full attention to his car

dealerships, Georgia will be positioned

to become the next SEC power.

But before that, the programs are two

of the four remaining in the hunt for

the national title, and Smart could face

his former boss with college football’s

biggest prize hanging in the balance.

AFTER
T H E  2 01 5  S E A S O N  G E O R G I A

officials took a big gamble: They fired

Mark Richt to create an opening for

Smart. Richt had won two SEC titles—

but no national championships. Richt

had already lost much of his political

capital after a strange choice to start a

third-string quarterback in a 2015 loss

to Florida even though neither of his

first two QBs was injured. That was bad

enough, but Georgia officials decided the

Richt era needed to end late that season

after watching the Bulldogs celebrate

an overtime win over Georgia Southern

as if they had won the Super Bowl. A

few days earlier Saban had delivered

his now-infamous rant about his D, in

which he described an opposing offense

as going “through us like s--- through

a tin horn.” Georgia higher-ups wanted

their coach to have a similar attitude.

With South Carolina sniffing around

Smart while seeking a replacement for

Steve Spurrier, Georgia fired Richt after

a win over Georgia Tech. Athletic direc-

tor Greg McGarity signed Smart to a

six-year deal a week later.

When Smart accepted the job,

McGarity didn’t issue marching or-

ders. He asked questions. “He needed

to educate us,” McGarity says, “about

what it meant to go big-time.”

To build a program like Saban’s re-

quires expertise in four areas.

M A N AGEMEN T The coach must

clearly define everyone’s

role in the organization and

then hold employees ac-

countable when they don’t deliver. Ac-

cording to people who have worked

with Smart and Richt, this was an issue

at the tail end of the Richt era. Smart

sees this as one of his priorities going

forward. “Holding people accountable

is really the part I think some people

miss out on,” he says. “Nobody wants

to hold people to the fire. They just want

wins.” And just as Smart did after that

Auburn loss, the coach has to ensure

the players hear the same thing from

everyone.

Fisher adopted that attitude when he

took over at Tallahassee in 2010, hir-

ing mental-conditioning coach Trevor

Moawad because Saban trusted him.

Moawad, who works for multiple teams,

no longer works with Alabama, but he

does work with another SEC team.

Smart’s Bulldogs, of course.

SCHEMATIC FLE XIBILIT Y Saban’s

defenses struggled with

new up-tempo attacks a few

years ago. So he consulted

then Oregon defensive coordinator Nick

to end the season, the last of which kept

their goal of a national title in front of them.

With a 28–7 victory over Auburn in the SEC

title game, Georgia secured a date with

Oklahoma in the College Football Playoff.

The programs for which Smart

worked where the message came through

most clearly and directly? LSU, the Dol-

phins and Alabama. The common de-

nominator in those jobs? Smart’s boss,

Nick Saban—who has won five national

titles as a head coach. Five years ago

Sports Illustrated examined the

Sabanization of college football. Schools

hired former Saban assistants with the

hope that they would institute his Pro-

cess on their campuses. The results

have been mixed. Saban’s former LSU

coordinator Jimbo Fisher won the 2013

national championship at Florida State

before leaving this month for Texas A&M.

In 2010, Florida hired Saban’s former

LSU defensive coordinator Will Mus-

champ—then fired him during his fourth

season. (Muschamp was hired as South

Carolina’s coach in ’15.) The Gators then

replaced Muschamp with Saban’s former

offensive coordinator Jim McElwain be-

fore canning him this season.

Five years later, schools still strive to

replicate Saban’s philosophy and results.

A&M hired Fisher and gave him a guar-

anteed 10-year, $75 million contract. In

early December, Tennessee brought in

the Tide’s defensive coordinator for the

last two seasons, Jeremy Pruitt, in its

second attempt at Sabanization. (Derek

Dooley, an assistant at LSU under Saban,

got fired in 2012 after three seasons in

Knoxville and is now the Dallas Cow-

boys’ receivers coach.) When the 2018

season begins, four former Saban coor-

dinators will be SEC coaches.

Smart, who played safety at Georgia

from 1995 through ’98, now leads a pro-

gram that might represent the purest

distillation of the Process yet. He served

as Saban’s DC from 2008 through ’15

and helped the Tide seamlessly adapt

to some of the most dramatic tactical

shifts the game has seen. Smart turned

down other jobs (including the head job

at Auburn) and waited for an opening at

his alma mater, which has the recruit-
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fensive coordinator when Saban hired

him in 2007 as director of player de-

velopment. Pruitt then worked his way

up to defensive backs coach. Stuck be-

hind Smart, he eventually left to be the

coordinator at Florida State and then

Georgia. When Smart left for Georgia,

Saban immediately hired Pruitt, who

needed no on-the-job training.

Smart will be tested soon in this

area. Pruitt is targeting Georgia out-

side linebackers coach Kevin Sherrer

as his defensive coordinator at Ten-

nessee. Smart will have to show he

can identify coaching talent as well

as his former boss does. Smart can

already feel himself becoming discon-

nected from the network that forms

every May, when assistants go on the

road to evaluate high schoolers, and

thus have a harder time of keeping

track of assistants who are rising stars.

Head coaches have been banned from

the practice by the NCAA since 2008,

when other coaches tried (and ulti-

mately failed) to keep themselves from

being outworked by Saban and Meyer.

IT’S
TOO SOON TO SAY W HETHER

Smart can match his former boss in these

areas. Recruiting will evolve. Schemes

will change. Assistants will leave. How

Smart responds to those challenges

will determine how many branches his

coaching tree ultimately sprouts. Perhaps

in 10 years we won’t call it Sabanizing.

Maybe we’ll call it Smartening.

Two weeks after that loss to Auburn,

the Bulldogs began preparing to face the

Tigers again in the SEC championship

game with a trip to the playoff on the

line. The message that week? Remember

how they embarrassed you? Pay them back

when it counts the most. Screens in Geor-

gia’s weight room looped the Tigers, up

30 late in the game, dancing to Soulja

Boy’s “Crank That” during a replay re-

view. The message, untainted by any

competing ideas, sank in completely.

That Saturday the Bulldogs routed the

Tigers. A new SEC power announced it-

self, and the student had become perhaps

the biggest threat to the master. ±

Aliotti, who faced Chip Kelly’s warp-

speed offenses every day at practice.

Saban looked to recruit lighter lineback-

ers and faster safeties who matched up

better. After losing to Ohio State in the

2015 Sugar Bowl, Saban invited former

Buckeyes offensive coordinator Tom

Herman to Tuscaloosa to learn about

concepts OSU had implemented. “I

grilled his a-- good,” Saban says.

The next season those concepts

showed up in Alabama’s offense, and

the Tide won the national title. “I didn’t

invent any of this stuff,” Saban says.

“I’m always looking for the next guy I’m

going to learn something from.” Mus-

champ learned this lesson the hard way

after he insisted on a pro-style offense

when he arrived at Florida. That scheme

didn’t fit the players he inherited, and

the Gators struggled to score. Mus-

champ resolved that if he ever became

a coach again, he’d tailor his system to

his personnel. He is now overachieving

at South Carolina, where his team is 8–4.

R E C R U I T I N G  In

the SEC the

head coach

must also be

the program’s best recruit-

er. Smart and Pruitt were

excellent recruiters at Ala-

bama, but the best on cam-

pus was Saban. There are

already signs that Smart

could be as good as Saban

in this respect: Georgia’s

2017 class, the first that

Smart assembled from

start to finish, was No. 3.

I N S P I R E D  H I R I N G
Saban tells the

story about the

time his wife,

Terry, answered the phone at home

shortly after Saban, then an Oilers as-

sistant, was hired as Toledo’s coach in

1989. Terry spoke to a nice young man

from Ohio who was an assistant at Il-

linois State and looking for a job. Saban

hadn’t heard of him at the time, and

he still regrets that he didn’t return a

young Urban Meyer’s call. He has

made it his mission not to miss out on

the next Meyer. For those hoping to

move their résumé to the top of Sa-

ban’s pile, work ethic matters more

than experience. And don’t say you’d

be happy sweeping the floor at Ala-

bama. Saban wants people who want

his job someday.

But those first jobs may not be glam-

orous. When Saban got to Alabama, he

began beefing up his staff with lower

paid analysts and recruiting assistants

who grind in obscurity in the service

of efficiency. Others noticed. After

Dabo Swinney took over at Clemson,

Swinney had to cajole his administra-

tion into hiring more support staffers.

“It’s not right to have a donkey run-

ning in the Kentucky Derby,” Swinney

recalled telling his bosses in a 2012 in-

terview. Under Swinney, Clemson has

built a thoroughbred to rival Alabama.

To manage staff churn, Saban has de-

veloped a farm team of sorts. Pruitt, for

example, was Hoover (Ala.) High’s de-

U N TA B L E  I S  T H E  PA R T  I
T  O N . N O B O D Y  WA N T S  T O
IR E . T HE Y  JU S T  WA N T  W IN S .”  

— Ki r b y  S m a r t

SM A RT MOV E
In his second
season at Athens,
Saban’s longtime
defensive
coordinator led the
Bulldogs to their
first SEC title since
2005, avenging a
loss to Auburn with
a 28–7 win in the
championship game.
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I’M PROBA BLY SEV EN or

eight, and I’m attending my

first Texas Christian University foot-

ball game.

My dad wants to take my pic-

ture with the school mascot. There

is one problem: The TCU mascot is

the Horned Frog, represented at the

time by an enormous, purple-gray an-

thropomorphic toad with googly eyes

the size of dinner plates and a plush-

upholstered foam head that sprouts a

half dozen spikes the length of my arm.

Having been beckoned by my dad, the

toad is coming toward us; tears are

leaking from my eyes and my chest

begins to hitch in silent sobs. My dad

finally notices, whereupon he swoops

me into his arms and ushers us back

to our seats.

And that is the last TCU football

game I attend—or even pay attention

to—for 30 years.

About six years ago, something

changed. Well, a lot changed, but

we’ll get to that later. The point is that

things have changed for me with re-

spect to TCU football, which I have

E M B R A C E
    T H E
  F R O GI

If you live and die
with TCU, this season
was blissful (that
7–0 start!), then
maddening in familiar
ways (damn you,
Sooners!). O.K., so the
Frogs didn’t make the
playoff. One newly
minted supporter still
loves them for reasons
that have everything
and nothing to do
with football itself—
which reminds us why
we’re all fans in the
first place

PA                GE47

BY ANA MARIE COX

Photograph by
LM Otero/AP/
Shutterstock
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himself to me as “Sam” when he calls

or leaves a voicemail. “Hello, Ana,” he’ll

say. “This is your father, Sam.” (Some-

times: “This is Sam, your father.”)

He is a mathematician by train-

ing and a Texan by birth, which may

explain why his emotional range is

bounded by both logic and stoicism.

As an adolescent, the somewhat formal

nature of our relationship was a relief;

I moved in with him when I was 15,

while my mother swerved in and out

of functional alcoholism. They had

divorced when I was 10, and things

under my mother’s roof were fine for

a while, but my teen years coincided

with a brief but steep downward spin

on her part.

Sam was a professor in the business

school at the University of Texas for

most of my childhood, but by the time

my living arrangement with my mom

became unsustainable, he’d moved to

the University of Nebraska. I arrived in

Lincoln for my sophomore year of high

school ready to push against boundar-

ies, almost immediately breaking the 11

p.m. curfew he’d set. I remember walk-

ing into our house on a crisp fall night,

ready to argue that my tardiness was it-

self proof that the curfew was too early.

He appeared on the stairs in his robe

and pajamas, unsmiling. I started into

my spiel, and he interrupted: “Ana,” he

said. “If you can’t make it home by 11,

that’s fine. But if I can’t count on you

to be where you’ll say you’ll be, that

makes you a bad roommate.”

He turned back to go to bed and left

me gaping on the landing. I don’t think

I ever broke curfew again.

There is an entire canon of anec-

dotes that rely on Sam’s analytical,

pragmatic and almost unfailingly lit-

eral worldview as a mostly affection-

ate punch line. Sam is also an athe-

ist, which I used to think of as a bold

choice, given that he did go to Texas

Christian University and spent his

childhood on military bases or under

the toughest leather of the Bible Belt. I

long assumed there was a story there.

But when at some point during my own

years of religious questing I decided

to engage him about his lack of faith,

it went like this: “Dad, why don’t you

believe in God?”

“Because He doesn’t exist.”

And then he went back to reading

the paper.

IT’S
N O T T H AT S A M L AC K S T H E

capacity for faith: He has been loyal

to TCU football for more than six de-

cades. Even before he enrolled as an

undergrad, he went to games with my

grandfather, who was a Ph.D. student

there. I have heard more than once the

story of Sam’s attending the 1959 Cot-

ton Bowl, in which TCU fought Air

Force to an ugly 0–0 tie. This stretch

of devotion suggests that he is not

immune to irrational convictions, as

being a fan of the Frogs has only re-

cently become something resembling

a rational choice. That game with the

come to love with a passion that both

confuses and humbles me.

I am a 45-year-old professional po-

litical commenter with a progressive

bent—a modern feminist who wants

universal health care, free college tu-

ition and an end to America’s violent

overseas adventures. I also want a re-

sounding victory in the Alamo Bowl

and the head of Art Briles on a stick.

When the Frogs play Stanford in

San Antonio on Dec. 28, I’ll be sit-

ting on the edge of my couch, having

already nagged my husband into don-

ning his TCU hat. I’ll have a cup of

coffee on hand that’s destined to grow

cold, and the cats will already be hid-

ing. My dad and I will be five or six

text exchanges deep into a newfound

animus against Bryce Love (who’s not

as easy to hate as Baker Mayfield, but

we’ll find a way). And no matter who

wins, during the game there will be

glimpses of bliss: the transcendence

of total absorption, of forgetting ev-

erything but the 10 yards.

I spent part of the bachelorette week-

end for my second marriage watching

TCU while my bridesmaids went shop-

ping. I have exploded into obscenities

in front of children because of a last-

minute end zone interception. I have

scoured message boards looking for

information on Texas high school quar-

terbacks. I own enough purple-and-

white swag to wear something different

every college football weekend—but I

don’t, because I have a lucky hoodie

too. In October, when the Frogs rose

to No. 4 in the AP poll, I went in on

Sugar Bowl tickets and daydreamed

about a gritty defensive battle ending in

an Alabama defeat. A few weeks later,

in Fort Worth for the Texas game, I

had my picture taken with a life-sized

bronze replica of the TCU mascot. The

photographer was my dad.

M Y
DAD’S NAME IS SAM, AND THAT

is generally what I call him when I am

talking to people who aren’t also his

children—and that is everyone, since

I am an only child. He also identifies
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of Husker Nation. I doubted if other

drivers could even identify it as some-

thing related to sports—another reason

I thought it was cool.

Aside from that, I somehow got

through 18 years split between Texas

and Nebraska without ever really caring

much about college football. It wasn’t

that I hated football, it was that sports

in general seemed to be an insane way

to spend time and money and emotion-

al energy. Why develop a connection

that’s based on something as arbitrary

as location? These were tribal rituals,

not a choice that reflected personal

discernment. I could admire feats of

athleticism on the field without tying

my well-being to an outcome.

Because I live in America, I could

hardly avoid football. When social

engagements dictated that I pay some

attention, I thought it was clever to

make a show out of my detachment. I

picked teams to root for based on obvi-

ous artifice or irony: In the 2001 Super

Bowl, I cheered for the Ravens because

they’re the only team with a mascot

related to literature. If my friends were

sitting down to an SEC game, I’d pick

the team that integrated earlier or

whose state sent fewer troops to fight

in the Confederate army. (These were

often close calls.) Off-the-field bad be-

havior could give me a team to root

against. In the absence of any other

deciding factors, I relied on mascots. In

retrospect, I was kind of a d--- about it.

But as I spent my 20s and 30s adver-

tising my intellectual and emotional

independence—while building a career

as a television pundit and sardonic

political observer—my outward shell

of snark was protecting a precari-

ous inner self. Like my mother, I had

become a more-or-less functional al-

coholic and was getting “less” every

year. At 38, I was self-medicating a

bipolar disorder with copious amounts

of alcohol and a smattering of choice

prescription drugs, sloshing through

an increasingly unhappy marriage and

slowly but surely sabotaging my career

and my life through blown deadlines,

erratic behavior and the elaborate lies

hideous mascot would have been in

1980, one of their 27 losing seasons

between ’65 and ’97. In fact, the Love-

craftian “SuperFrog”—described by

the campus paper at the time as “a

cross between a TCU linebacker and

the monster in the movie Alien”—had

been introduced only a year earlier in a

desperate attempt to gin up interest in

a team that was an embarrassment to

the mighty Southwest Conference, fin-

ishing last or second-to-last (Thanks,

Rice!) every year since 1971. “Oh, they

were terrible,” Sam says now. “It was

sometimes embarrassing to be at a

bar and admit you were a fan. And the

people I worked with, they were a lot

of times from other Southwest Confer-

ence or big-time football schools; I got

razzed a bit.

“But I could never give up on them. I

had so many good feelings about being

there as a student—which were mostly

crappy [football] years, too . . . with

some good times. We upset Texas,

remember.”

They did. In 1961, Texas was ranked

first in the nation, and Sam’s fellow

ROTC cadet, QB Sonny Gibbs, threw

a 50-yard bomb off a flea-flicker to

win 6–0. Between that game and

1995, the Frogs beat UT just three

more times before the dissolution of

the SWC ended the rivalry for nearly

two decades.

I understand now that, as a fan, you

hold on to what you can. For most of

my life, though, I had little under-

standing or curiosity about the senti-

mental ties that bind fans to teams. By

the time my dad and I were roommates

in Lincoln, I, as a budding hipster, em-

braced that the car we shared bore a

purple-and-white fear the frog

bumper sticker; it was delightfully

inscrutable, especially in the midst

S T W HO WA N T S UNI V ER S A L
C OL L E GE T UI T ION.  I  A L S O
U V IC T ORY IN T HE A L A MO
A R T BR IL E S ON A S T ICK .”   

PU R PLE PA LS
The author spent
the early part of her
life avoiding football,
but in her late 30s
she fell hard for her
dad’s favorite team.
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I cooked up to hide it all.

One of the people I lied to the most

was Sam. His default mode of respect-

ful distance and his assumption that I

continued in his tradition of transpar-

ent frankness made it easy. I told him

things were fine, things were good,

things were great. And when I couldn’t

stomach lying to him, I just didn’t get

in touch. I sent cheery emails and late

but extravagant presents. I acted like

a good former roommate.

Then, in 2011, Sam got a call in

the middle of the night. The way we

put it together, he made it from his

home in Winnipeg, Manitoba, to a

hospital in Austin, in something like

12 hours. Sam does remember calling

the airline and saying it was a “family

emergency” and that “my daughter

might die.”

He had received a call that I’d taken

an intentional overdose of Xanax on

top of a prodigious head start of booze.

By the time I arrived in the psych

ward, literally shaking off alcohol and

benzodiazepine withdrawal, I didn’t

have a whole lot of people in my cor-

ner besides Sam. My marriage was

whimpering to a close. My mother

was caught up in her own battle with

addiction—she died a little over a

year later. Most of my friends wished

me well but had learned my bright

promises were empty underneath

the shine.

I trudged off to rehab lonely and

in utter defeat, which turns out to be

a great state of mind for starting to

get better. I had met the enemy and

it was me—so I surrendered. Stud-

ies show that extended intensive, in-

patient treatment is one of the few

methods with any success in treat-

ing addiction. But it’s prohibitively

expensive—around $20,000 a month—

and it wasn’t covered by my soon-to-

be-ex-husband’s insurance. I had next

to no money. So Sam cashed out some

of his retirement funds and paid for

all of it. I once tried to thank him for

stepping in the way he did.

“Well, statistically, that’s what

works,” he said. “Of course I paid for it.”

The foundational truths of my life

today are these: I am sober. I am,

finally, a fully functioning member

of society. And my dad was there for

me when I had given up on myself.

B Y
N O W,  Y O U  M A Y  H AV E  P U T

together that I became a TCU fan not

long after I got sober. I can’t pin down

the exact moment that Frogs football

moved from something to chat about

on Saturday to something to fight

about with strangers online, but I do

remember being smitten in the 2012

season. That was when freshman Trev-

one Boykin filled in at QB after starter

Casey Pachall was suspended, and

Boykin’s still-immature performance

was punctuated by moments of sheer

magic—the kind of fourth-down saves

and last-minute heroics he’d polish and

repeat over the next three years.

TCU went only 7–6 that season,

but as I reckoned with early sobriety,

toiling forward in zealous imperfec-

tion had immediate appeal. The Frogs

weren’t a great team, but they were

exciting. They had two heart-stopping

multiple-overtime finishes and two

other games that went down to the

wire. It was a perfectly legal high—and

one Sam and I could share.

I was hooked. I arranged my Satur-

days around football and developed

opinions on the read option. I roasted

opponents and made friends on Twit-

ter. My then boyfriend marveled that

my appetite for football had grown

larger than his. (“Come on, it’s time

for Dateline.”) After we were engaged

early in 2014, I informed him we’d be

getting married on New Year’s Day—

it was symbolic of a new start, sure,

but it also meant I knew exactly what

we’d be doing for our anniversary

every year. Sure enough, we spent the

downhill side of our honeymoon night

watching the Buckeyes beat the Tide

in the Sugar Bowl. The years since

have been just as romantic; all-day

football for the two of us, with nachos

and wings and a tub of popcorn we

only occasionally share with the cats.

even the most suspect thing about it

for a lot of my peers. They’re befuddled

that I would choose this sport at this

moment in American history—amid

scandals about sexual assault and con-

cussions, as national interest wanes

and the President himself seems intent

on ruining football as an escape from

what used to seem like a separate set

of struggles.

The easy way to explain it is, of

course, that I became a TCU fan to

become closer to my dad. But Sam also

really likes playing bridge. Why didn’t

I pick up that?

I have a whole suite of answers. I

love that college football is both es-

sentially meritocratic but also full of

wild upsets. I love that most college

athletes won’t ever set foot on an NFL

field, that this is their moment and

they will wring all they can from it.

I am fully aware that by traditional

standards of college football fandom,

where anything less than generations

is jumping on the bandwagon, six years

is a shamefully insignificant show of

loyalty. The fact that my obsession

with the game is relatively new isn’t

T HE  E A S Y  WAY  T O E X P L
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Perhaps predictably, I love the redemp-

tive metaphor embedded in downs,

that all mistakes can be forgiven—even

erased—with one brilliant play.

I love the unexpected camaraderie

I’ve found, not just with other TCU fans

but also with a whole insane subculture

of people that I used to silently mock. I

love people who recognize something

truly special, and even spiritual, in fall

Saturdays. Surely, this gorgeous spec-

tacle of desire and reconciliation means

there’s hope for us all.

And TCU? Well, I do still love the stri-

dent perversity of having the Horned

Frog as mascot. (It helps that as of 1999,

he was redesigned to be an order of

magnitude less terrifying.) I love that

it has the smallest student body in the

Big 12 but are often playing at the top. I

love Gary Patterson’s truculent waddle

and half-time adjustments. But like any

time we find love, the stories we tell

about why it happened only make sense

in retrospect. I started watching TCU

games because my dad was watching

them, sure—but then I started to care.

I started to care a lot.

 Some research suggests I was in fact

just trading one addiction for another;

it turns out that you don’t even have to

be betting on a game for your brain to

latch onto its outcome as a reward. Fans

will experience a release of dopamine

with their team’s victory through the

same neurotransmitters that reward

us for anything. Once that cycle starts,

once you become attached to a team,

the reward system is self-perpetuating.

Says Eric Simons, author of The Secret

Lives of Sports Fans: The Science of

Sports Obsession, “You feel good, and

your brain remembers how it is you got

to feel good, and so you do it again.”

My dad stopped drinking around me

after I put down the bottle; I wouldn’t

mind if he still drank, but it touches

me that he chooses not to. My mom

once said that Sam being buzzed was

“the only time he’s any fun,” but I

guess it’s possible she never watched

football with him. He’s now in Atlanta

and I’m in Minneapolis, and our ban-

ter is almost entirely by text, his en-

thusiasm captured in uncharacteristic

exclamation points and ALL CAPS.

Sometimes his natural reticence still

speaks volumes; in the emotional code

of in-game fan commentary, you don’t

need much more than a well-timed

“S---.” We engage in trash talk both

petty and profound, from mocking

Mayfield to opining that Baylor doesn’t

just deserve the NCAA death penalty

but should probably be tortured, too.

We linger over specific plays and com-

miserate over boneheaded penalties or

commentators who do not seem to be

giving TCU its proper due.

Geography also means we’ve been to

just a handful of games together. This

year we met up in Fort Worth to see

TCU grind down Texas—that’s when I

made my peace with the mascot frog.

We spent a goofy couple of hours in the

campus store buying Frog parapherna-

lia for my toddler nieces and nephew.

We talked about going to the playoffs.

For all the disappointment that came

with seeing TCU eventually sink out

of the New Year’s Day bowl picture,

I’m a little relieved that I won’t have

to explain to my husband why we’d be

spending this anniversary apart.

I remember when I realized that

TCU football unlocked something

strange and beautiful in Sam.

We were texting during the Okla-

homa game in 2012—the Sooners had

come on strong, but the Frogs surged

in the fourth quarter. With two min-

utes left and the ball in their posses-

sion, a march to the end zone could

tie it up.

Sam: I think they can do it.

Me: I hope so. I don’t know. I’m

wearing my jersey—are you?

Sam: I am not. Let me go get it.

In that moment, I was surprised by

my favorite atheist counting on a lucky

charm. TCU wound up losing, too.

But I realize now I only thought his

behavior was inconsistent because I

hadn’t been paying attention. Of

course Sam puts faith in things that

logic would have you steer clear of, but

love draws you to anyway. He always

had faith in me. ±

A I N  M Y  O B S E S S I O N  W I T H
C A M E  A  T C U  FA N  T O  B E
T S A M  A L S O  R E A L LY  L I K E S
D I D N ’ T  I  P I C K  U P  T H AT ? ”

FIELD OF
DR EA MS
Watching Boykin
(2) when he was a
freshman helped
get the author
hooked on the
Frogs, and the
team’s strong
start this season
(far left) sparked—
brief—dreams
of a Sugar Bowl
appearance.
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BE S T F OO T F OR WA RD
Hayward played less than
six minutes before breaking
his left ankle, but he has
stayed involved with the
Celtics by sending pointers
to his teammates.
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U A L  R E A L I T Y
HOW DO YOU COPE WITH

A GRUESOME INJURY
THAT DERAILS WHAT SHOULD

HAVE BEEN A DREAM
SEASON? IF YOU’RE BOSTON’S

GORDON HAYWARD,
YOU LAUNCH YOURSELF

INTO YOUR REHAB—AND
FIND SOLACE IN YOUR

ONLINE GAMING WORLD

A FTER THE PA IN came the doubt, that noc-

turnal beast, always awakening as Gordon Hay-

ward searched for sleep. He would lie in bed next

to his wife, Robyn, head swirling with questions he couldn’t

swat away: Will I be able to play again? Will I be able to jump

again? What am I supposed to do now?

He could have scrolled through the million well-wishes

on his time line—literally, a million—but he is uncomfort-

able accepting attention for an injury. “I want it to be for a

game-winner,” he laments. He could have read the dozens of

self-help books he has received about overcoming adversity

(Grit, by Angela Duckworth, is one he started), but the words

don’t soothe him. “They just get me thinking more about

my ankle.” He could have watched the Celtics—their latest

triumph reairing on NBC Sports Boston—but then he’d

stew until sunrise.

The only elixir sat on a desk in the third-floor den, glowing.

Hayward would slide out of bed, careful not to disturb

Robyn, and pad down the hallway toward the light. The den,

which overlooks his snow-covered front yard in the Boston

suburbs, is furnished with a Costco-sized container of cashews,

a football given to him by Peyton Manning and a basketball

painted by Hayward’s twin sister, Heather, depicting the

logos of his former teams. Guests pull up the number 20 stool

B Y
L E E  J E N K I N S
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he used in the locker room at Butler; Hayward sinks into a

high-backed leather chair. He slips on a HyperX headset

and faces twin monitors attached to a PC with his initials.

NBA players devour video games, but few master them

like GTime, as he is known in cyberspace, studying strate-

gies on YouTube and streams of professionals on Twitch.tv.

Asking him to play Madden on Xbox is like inviting him

to the Y for pickup. “I don’t do RPGs,” he says, having

graduated from role-playing games when his Halo team

at Brownsburg High outside Indianapolis entered tourna-

ments for cash prizes. He has earned a platinum rating in

League of Legends, reserved for the top 5% of players in

the world, and has convinced some fellow games that he

could turn pro if not for the intrusions of basketball and

family. For the past three years he has taken meetings

about potential purchases into an eSports organization.

Since Hayward suffered a dislocated left ankle and a

fractured tibia on opening night, five minutes and 11 seconds

into his Celtics debut, he has been flanked by doctors, train-

ers, physical therapists and a sports psychologist. They are

all trying to rehab his body and mind from one

of the most gruesome and public injuries ever

suffered on a court. But another element of his

recovery unfolds alone in the darkness, where

he opens the Discord app to check whether any

members of his clan are online.

“If Gordon is there,” says Will Fahrenbach,

“I’m hopping on with him.” Fahrenbach is a

28-year-old MRI technologist who lives in a

two-bedroom condo in Salt Lake City. He met

Hayward seven years ago through Halo, when

GTime was a rookie for the Jazz, and later invited

him to a New Year’s Eve party. They celebrated each other’s

weddings and mourned a friend’s death. They shifted from

Halo to StarCraft, Overwatch and the turn-based card game

Hearthstone. But their pastime this winter, along with bud-

dies in Utah and Indiana who compose their clan, is the

futuristic first-person-shooter game Destiny 2. They need

six players for a raid. Hayward relishes raids, the stiffest

challenge the game offers: a test of vision, instinct and

teamwork. They’re as close as he can get to a last-minute

possession. Over the keyboard, he pours the competitive

juice that normally spills on the court.

He clicks to exhaustion, trash-talking into the micro-

phone on the headset, until his mind is still and his lids are

heavy. Then he clambers back to bed and falls asleep next

to Robyn, dreaming not of the

playoffs or the Finals, but of a

day when he can throw on that

shamrocked jersey and play a

game in three dimensions.

A T  2 5 – 7, Boston has

the best record in the

Eastern Conference.

Point guard Kyrie Irving is a

top five MVP candidate. Power

forward Al Horford could be

the Defensive Player of the Year. Rookie Jayson Tatum and

second-year wing Jaylen Brown are revelations. But when

president of basketball operations Danny Ainge watches the

juggernaut he assembled, he can’t help but scan the arena

for the missing piece. “What do we need?” Ainge wonders,

the question that haunts general managers everywhere. “A

versatile 6' 8" defender who can switch one through four,

handle the ball, create offense for others and make shots.

That’s what we need. That’s Gordon Hayward.”

When the Celtics are on the road, Ainge sits next to

Hayward in the weight room at the club’s headquarters

in Waltham, distracting him from monotonous calf raises.

“What do you think of the adjustment we made last night?”

he asks, the day after a win in Detroit, atoning for a loss to
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GORDON H AY WA RD

E A S Y BE ING GRE E N
Stevens (far left, at

Butler) has relied
heavily on Irving (11)

and Tatum (0), who
is leading the NBA in
three-point shooting

and is fourth in
defensive win shares.

“[BEFORE THE INJURY] we had a way about us,” STEVENS SAYS.
“YOU’RE THINKING, WE HAVE A CHANCE TO BE PRETTY GOOD.”



added about four hours. When

Hayward returned from Michigan,

he gushed about the facilities and

the gear, but even the most direct

route took too long. He was com-

mitting to Butler. A decade later,

Stevens picked him up at Logan

International Airport in Boston

for his free-agent visit, and the

27-year-old forward felt a hint of

homecoming. Hayward looked so

different, his floppy hair styled, his

slender physique chiseled. Stevens

looked the same.

Ainge overhauled the roster, add-

ing Hayward, Irving and Tatum,

discarding Isaiah Thomas, Jae

Crowder and Avery Bradley. Ste-

vens and his staff were forced to

reimagine the offense, with Hay-

ward as a secondary ballhandler

alongside Irving. Hayward and

Irving could feed each other off

pin-downs or weakside screens,

and they could play a two-man

game like Steph Curry and Klay

Thompson in Golden State. “We

did that a lot in training camp,” Hayward says. Horford was

their Draymond Green, a third playmaker who could space

the floor for Hayward and Irving or find them cutting. Nor-

mally, superstar clusters take more than a month to congeal,

but Boston’s additions blended quickly. “The game was so

easy, so natural,” Ainge says. “They fit so beautifully.” In

the preseason finale at Charlotte, the Celtics polished their

new pet actions, starting with Hayward and Horford at the

elbows, or Hayward and Horford spaced on the weak side.

They would lean on those sets in clutch situations.

Opening night was a spectacle, not because of Hayward

but rather Irving, back in Cleveland for the first time since

he asked out over the summer. Little can be gleaned from

the first five minutes of a season, but Stevens was enthused.

“We had a way about us,” he says. “You’re thinking, We have

a chance to be pretty good.” With 6:52 left in the first quar-

ter, and Irving cradling the ball on the left wing, Hayward

cut behind Crowder on the weak side for a lob. It’s a play he

ran all the time in Utah, and it always seemed to produce a

dunk. But when the Celtics ran it in the preseason, it lacked

the same rhythm, and Irving’s pass over Crowder came out

low. At home in Chicago, Mark Bartelstein saw the tangle

of bodies and turned away from the television. “I got this

weird intuition,” says Bartelstein, Hayward’s agent, “like

something bad was about to happen.” When he turned back

to the screen, he felt a wave of nausea. He had to walk outside.

the Pistons two weeks earlier. “Andre Drummond had 20

and 20 last time,” Hayward replies. “So we packed it in the

paint, dared them to shoot, and they couldn’t throw it in the

ocean. Maybe it caught them off guard.” When the Celtics are

home, head coach Brad Stevens spells Ainge. Even though

a flight from Chicago landed at 4:45 a.m., Stevens was at

the facility by 11, ensuring he would overlap with Hayward.

Much was made of the bond between Hayward and Stevens

during the free-agent signing period last summer, when the

former Butler star rejoined the former Butler coach. Their

college connection has been overstated, but they were always

more than the typical power broker and lottery pick, using

each other for five months and one tournament run. Ste-

vens was the first recruiter to show up for Hayward’s 6 a.m.

practices at Brownsburg, the first to offer him a scholarship,

the first to tell him he might make the NBA when he still

viewed himself as a Steve Nash wannabe. Initially, Hayward

was dismissive, arguing with his father that Butler was in

Division II. “If that’s my only choice,” he said, “I’d rather go

to Purdue and just be a student.” But Stevens hung around,

watching Hayward in showcases from three courts away so

rivals wouldn’t notice whom he was tailing.

Stevens won him over, at least until Michigan called.

Hayward wanted to drive to Ann Arbor for his official

visit and Stevens generously sent directions—through Co-

lumbus, Cleveland and Toledo, detours that would have
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Stevens kneeled over Hay-

ward in the key, the coach as

shaken as the player, at the

image of two feet pointed in

opposite directions. The Celt-

ics staggered to their bench and

locked arms around assistant

Micah Shrewsberry. “We have

to lean on each other,” Shrews-

berry implored. “Stay together.”

Rookie forward Semi Ojeleye

led a prayer. Boston was in a fog, falling behind by 18 points,

and Hayward was in a panic, quizzing Bartelstein by phone

from the locker room: “What does this mean? Is this the

end?” As doctors scrambled, the Celtics rallied, cutting the

final margin to three. “We lost, but I think that comeback

helped lay a foundation with this group,” says Shrewsberry.

“I think that started something.”

Boston lost again the following night to Milwaukee, but

instead of the usual off-day after a back-to-back, Stevens

called practice. He did not deliver an impassioned address.

He simply relayed information. “Gordon’s going to be fine.

Surgery went great. He’s in good spirits and now we have a

job to do. We have 80 more games.” The Celtics knew they

could coax more scoring from Irving and more playmaking

from Horford. The wild cards were Tatum and Brown, No. 3

picks out of Duke and Cal, respectively, interchangeable

two-way wings who can score without dominating the ball.

Tatum seemed bright, grasping defensive concepts in summer

league, and Brown resilient, grinding through rookie trials

last season. During three-on-three drills in camp, Stevens

would put five seconds on the shot clock, and they wouldn’t

panic. “The age thing is not an excuse,” Stevens told them.

“We’re not going there. You have to expedite it. You don’t get

to fall asleep in a film session because you’re 19. No, you have

to learn because we need you to be good.”

Tatum and Brown could not replicate Hayward’s ball-

handling, so coaches installed more post actions for them.

The next night, the Celtics won at Philadelphia, in front of

a hysterical crowd. And then a strange thing happened to

the contender that supposedly dropped from contention.

They didn’t lose again for a month, coming back from

18 points down at Oklahoma City, 13 down in the fourth

quarter at Dallas and 12 down in the fourth without Irving

against Charlotte. “I think Gordon’s injury made us closer,”

says guard Terry Rozier. They were a blast to behold, for

everyone but the person who brought them together.

E A R LY  O N , Hayward would hobble down to his

basement theater at tip-off, fidgeting with the ball

Stevens brought him in the hospital. “I could usu-

ally make it to halftime,” he says, “and then it would be like,

All right, I’m done, I have to turn this off.” If the Celtics

were winning, he felt sorry for himself, because he was

missing out. If they were losing, he felt sorry for everybody

else, because he couldn’t help. He tried going to a home

game against the Warriors. “That was the worst,” Hayward

says. “I was so close.” He retreated from the bench to the

locker room for the second half as Boston toppled Golden

State, a source of immense pride and unspeakable agony.

He settled into a rehab schedule, beginning at 7 a.m. to

mirror his offseason workout routine. He was trying to
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By avoiding going
to games, Hayward
is missing a great
show: Boston, which
has the league’s
stingiest defense, is
13–3 at home.



and eight to 12 months later, he was unbelievable,” Ainge

says. “Cutting, jumping, looking like a first-round pick.”

No one expects Hayward to return this spring, but no one

completely shuts the door. It’s cracked, because who knows

how far Boston will advance and how fast Hayward will

mend. In 2006, 76ers forward Shavlik Randolph was practic-

ing four months after a broken ankle, though he wasn’t at full

strength for about a year. “I was terrified when it happened

that I wouldn’t be able to ever play again because it hurt

and looked so bad,” Randolph texted from China, where he

is with the Beikong Fly Dragons. “But it did not affect me

long-term. . . . It will be just a matter of how long it takes to

get his strength and mobility back.

Different people get that back at dif-

ferent rates, but he is an elite athlete

with a terrific work ethic, so I don’t

see any reason why he doesn’t get all

of it back relatively quickly.”

Hayward appreciates any op-

timism, but he is reluctant to en-

tertain it, not when he is finally

sleeping again. “Wishing to be on

the court, trying to be on the court,

those are the thoughts that kept me

up at night,” he says. Cobbs and

Randolph cannot relate to the at-

tention focused on Hayward’s ankle, now protected by a small

black brace. According to Google, the most-searched athlete

in the United States in 2017 has been Floyd Mayweather.

Second is Gordon Hayward. He does not venture out in

public often, staying home with Robyn and their daughters,

two-year-old Bernie and one-year-old Charlie. The family’s

German shepherd, Siber, patrols a backyard ringed with pine

trees. But Hayward visited two Boston children’s hospitals

this month, and as he sat at bedsides and listened to stories,

he felt the patients were doing more for him than he was for

them. “Man,” he thought, “I’ve got it made. I just broke my

ankle. That’s nothing.”

Hayward will step on the parquet again, whether in June

or October, and the raid will be on. While Irving has forged

an identity away from LeBron James, Tatum and Brown have

seized opportunities spawned by Hayward’s absence. The

Celtics’ war chest now includes headliners in their prime,

prospects on the verge and, because of Ainge’s angling last

June, another lofty draft pick to come. The present is gold.

The future, as GTime might put it, is platinum. ±

deceive himself into believing it was still summer, with

lifts at UC San Diego and breakfast at Claire’s on Cedros

in Solana Beach. The first nor’easter of the winter shat-

tered that fantasy. Jason Smeathers, Hayward’s personal

trainer, who has known him since he was five, moved into

the basement. Hayward craves distraction and Smeathers

engages all his debates, whether the subject is the NFL

slide rule or a compund math problem. “What do you get

when you solve 48÷2(9+3)?” Hayward asks, scrawling it

on a piece of paper. “It could be 288 or it could be 2, right,

depending on how you read it.”

Gordon Hayward Sr. is an engineer who devised an algo-

rithm to evaluate potential agents. His son started at Butler

as a math and computer engineering double major. “He’s

always been analytical,” Stevens laughs. “I would say overly

analytical.” Hayward could not watch the Celtics as a cheer-

leader. He had to watch them as a scout. How are guys being

guarded? What’s open? What’s not? What’s working? What’s

not? Assistant Scott Morrison asked him about defending

Kevin Durant. “Haha,” Hayward replied. “Good luck.” Ste-

vens, alternating between big and small lineups depending

on opponents, requested his input against Western foes.

Gradually, Hayward made it past halftime, extracting

more joy from Celtics’ victories as he notched a few of his

own. He shed the crutches and then the boot, hit the pool

and then the bike. He shot from a chair and then discarded it,

flipping underhand layups high off the backboard in his best

Irving impersonation. Money keeps him engaged—$5 bets

with Smeathers on around-the-world and Ainge on half-

court chair shots, as do Eminem and Breaking Benjamin

on the stereo. There are fans who have sent him get-well

tweets every day since Oct. 17—“I can’t tell you how many

from Cleveland,” he says—and friends who update a daily

text thread. On his 31st day of healing they sent a picture

of Reggie Miller, number 31. On the 41st day it was Dirk

Nowitzki. On the 55th, White Chocolate, Jason Williams.

Hayward still won’t watch the 2010 Butler-Duke national

championship game, lost when his half-court heave banked

off the rim, but he calls up old highlights to remind himself

what he can do. Morrison recently asked him to deconstruct

video of his first three seasons in Utah with Celtics rookie

Abdel Nader, a screening that benefited both of them. Ainge

finds more solace in clips of the Indiana football team,

specifically junior receiver Simmie Cobbs Jr., who broke

his ankle in September 2016 and corralled 72 passes for

841 yards this fall. “He had the same surgery as Gordon,
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WATCHING THE C’S, HAYWARD COULD MAKE IT TO HALFTIME,
“then it would be like, I’m done, I HAVE TO TURN THIS OFF.”
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F r i d a y  w a s  J e a n s  D a y , when most staffers at the Carolina

Panthers team offices would wear denim to work. The female

employees knew what that meant. As the team’s owner, Jerry Rich-

ardson, made his rounds on the way to his spacious office, he would

ask women to turn around so he could admire their backsides.

Then, in his rolling Southern drawl, he’d offer comment, drawing

from a store of one-liners he’d recycle each week. Among those in

heaviest rotation: Show me how you wiggle to get those jeans up. I

bet you had to lay down on your bed to fit into those jeans. Did you

step into those jeans or did you have to jump into them?

Richardson’s conduct was treated as something of a running office

joke, according to multiple former Panthers team employees, all

of whom spoke on the condition of anonymity out of fear of retali-

ation. Male employees would knowingly ask the women whether

the Carolina owner had noticed them that day. Women subjected

to Richardson’s comments would often dismiss them with a sheep-

ish wave of a hand. “No one ever said anything, at least not that

I heard,” says one former Panthers employee. “He was the boss.

It was [viewed] more of a creepy-old-man thing than a threat.”

But to other Panthers employees, Richardson’s behavior on Jeans

Day was consistent with a broader pattern of disturbing—and

potentially actionable—office behavior. Last Friday evening, the

Panthers announced that they had commenced an internal investiga-

tion into allegations of workplace misconduct against Richardson,

to be led by the outside law firm Quinn Emanuel Urquhart and

Sullivan LLP and overseen by former White House Chief of Staff

and Panthers minority owner Erskine Bowles. On Sunday morning

the NFL announced it was taking over the investigation. That night

Richardson announced that he would sell the team after the season.

During its own investigation in the weeks prior, SI learned that

on multiple occasions when Richardson’s conduct has triggered

complaints—for sexual harassment against female employees and

for directing a racial slur at an African-American employee—he has

taken a leaf from a playbook he’s deployed in the past: Confidential

Panthers owner
Jerry Richardson
was an NFL
pillar, but in one
shocking weekend
his reputation
crumbled: He
announced he’s
selling his team
after SI’s report
on payouts
made to cover
up his sexually
suggestive and
racially insensitive
behavior
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settlements were reached and payments were made to complain-

ants, accompanied by non-disclosure and non-disparagement

clauses designed to shield the owner and the organization from

further liability and damaging publicity.

SI has been made aware of at least four former Panthers employ-

ees who have received significant settlements from Richardson or

from the team in exchange for what amounted to a vow of silence.

One of the deals was confirmed by a recipient’s significant other,

who had contemporaneous knowledge of Richardson’s conduct.

On the condition that no potentially identifying details (such as

dates or dollar figures) be revealed in this story, SI viewed the

physical legal document—which included what appears to be

Richardson’s signature—for one such settlement. No public docu-

ments or EEOC complaints have been found linking Richardson

to workplace abuses, but a former Panthers employee tells SI

that, while working for the team, she personally saw documents

detailing sexual harassment claims against Richardson that were

being investigated by the Panthers.

SI asked the Panthers for response to a lengthy and detailed list

of questions and the allegations in this story. The team responded

on Sunday morning, declining to address specifics.

“The Carolina Panthers recently commenced an internal in-

vestigation into allegations of workplace misconduct against the

team’s owner and founder, Jerry Richardson,” team spokesman

Steve Drummond said. “We welcome the involvement of the NFL.

“The Carolina Panthers and Mr. Richardson take these al-

legations very seriously and are fully committed to a full inves-

tigation and taking appropriate steps to address and remediate

any misconduct. The entire organization is fully committed to

ensuring a safe, comfortable and diverse work environment where

all individuals, regardless of sex, race, color, religion, gender,

or sexual identity or orientation, are treated fairly and equally.

“Because this matter is under an ongoing legal review, the

Carolina Panthers cannot comment publicly on the specifics of

the allegations.”

Richardson is 81 and has been slowed by a 2009 heart trans-

plant. But he still cuts an imposing figure as one of the most

prominent owners in America’s most prominent professional

sports league. His aura, mannerisms and values ring through the

Panthers’ headquarters. Though the antebellum echoes trouble

some African-American employees, Richardson is referred to by

all simply as Mister, no surname required. When Mister swings

by and asks you to lunch, you accept the invitation even if you’ve

already eaten. When he confuses your name, you don’t correct

him. When the Panthers hold staff meetings, you know to arrive

early—punctuality is a core Richardson virtue. Even before you

park your car in the lot, you feel Mister’s towering presence: On

the occasion of Richardson’s 80th birthday last year, the Panthers

unveiled a 13-foot statue of him outside Bank of America Stadium.

For a time, at least, the billionaire was perhaps the most power-

ful NFL owner behind Jerry Jones and Robert Kraft. Richardson

has headed various NFL committees—he co-chaired the search

committee that selected Roger Goodell as commissioner—but is

knowledge of player safety and asking, “Do I need

to help you read a revenue chart, son?”

Richardson is a living folk hero in Charlotte, a self-

made success who built a fortune, became a local

celebrity and kingmaker and brought the mighty NFL

to the region. Indisputably, Richardson helped make

Charlotte a big league city. “It was a power culture.

You did what Mister said, when he said it,” says one

former employee. “He thinks he’s really great. You’re

supposed to reinforce that. . . .  Even when he does

things that make you feel like half a person, that you

know are wrong.”

I C H A R D S O N ’ S  V A R I O U S accusers, speaking in-

dependently, describe a strikingly similar pat-

tern of behavior that they say created a hostile

work environment. Rather than making sudden

bursts of lewd comments or committing isolated lapses

in decorum, Richardson worked gradually, starting

with kind gestures and pleasant interactions before

pivoting to inappropriately intimate behavior. “Look-

ing back,” says one former employee, “he was gaining

perhaps best known for leadership in labor disputes

with the players. During the 2011 lockout, Richard-

son was either intensely miserly or intensely cost-

conscious, depending on your view. He reportedly

implored his peers, “We signed a [expletive] deal last

time, and we’re going to stick together and take back

our league and [expletive] do something about it.” He

also memorably insulted Peyton Manning during a

negotiation, reportedly belittling the quarterback’s
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Carolina employee. “You felt preyed upon. You felt fear. You felt

self-doubt. But when you’re in [that environment], everywhere

you go, every family gathering, it’s, ‘Oh, you work in the NFL?

That’s so cool.’ And you don’t want to lose your job.”

T  L E A S T in Charlotte, Richardson’s backstory carries the

ring of legend: Much of the citizenry is aware, at least in

broad strokes, of how the man became a billionaire. In the

1950s, Richardson walked onto the football team at Wof-

ford College in Spartanburg, S.C. He played wide receiver, oc-

casionally kicked field goals and was good enough to get drafted

in the 13th round by the Baltimore Colts in ’58. He not only made

the team but caught a 12-yard touchdown pass from Johnny

Unitas in the ’59 NFL Championship Game.

Before his third pro season, Richardson demanded a five-figure

contract—that is, a $10,000 salary. The counteroffer was $9,750,

and Richardson left camp over a $250 disagreement. Out of foot-

ball, he returned to South Carolina

and used his bonus check from

the championship game to open

a Hardee’s restaurant. Richardson

timed the growth of the fast food

industry perfectly. As Richardson,

summarizing his fortuitous tim-

ing, once recalled to SI, “[I was] as

lucky as a dog with two. . . . Shut

that tape recorder off for a minute.”

Richardson parlayed his one

restaurant into many and, along

with a former college teammate,

formed Spartan Food Systems, a

collection of fast food franchises.

By the early 1990s, he had become

CEO of Flagstar Inc., based in

Spartanburg, and worth well into

eight figures.

Around the same time, Rich-

ardson became consumed by the

idea of bringing a pro football

team to Charlotte. In 1991, Richardson Sports submitted a formal

application for an expansion club. He decided it would not just

represent a city or a state; the Carolina Panthers would celebrate

an entire region. Two years later, the owners unanimously voted

to select Carolina over four other finalists to become the 29th

NFL franchise. Jerry Richardson would join George Halas as

the only NFL owners to have played in the league.

As Richardson was applying for ownership, his company faced

legal trouble. Flagstar was the subject of multiple racial bias law-

suits brought by the Justice Department. On the same day in April

of 1993 that the Denny’s chain, owned by Flagstar, settled one

suit for discriminating against African-Americans—segregating

black patrons and requiring them to pre-pay for meals and make

various other payments not required of white patrons—six black

our trust before doing things he shouldn’t be doing.”

A proud traditionalist who long resisted email and

waited until later years to acquire a mobile phone,

Richardson often sent employees handwritten notes.

It was a gesture perceived as chivalrous and quaint.

Recipients often felt obligated to send handwritten

notes in return. Multiple female employees recall that

their notes eventually came accompanied by small

cash payments and encouragement to use the money

to treat themselves to massages or dresses. The women

would thank Richardson; when he responded with

lines on the order of You won’t find another man to treat

you the way I treat you, it was still viewed as flattery, if

clumsily rendered, by an older man from an older era.

But multiple former female employees recount that

Richardson’s behavior began to feel like a violation

when he spoke of their bodies. He had a special inter-

est in female grooming, they say. He would notice

when their nails were not up to his standards, and

pay for them to get manicures. Multiple female em-

ployees recalled to SI that Richardson asked them

if he could personally shave their legs.

Former employees allege that in addition to verbal

harassment, Richardson engaged in improper acts.

According to sources, on multiple occasions Richard-

son requested female employees to visit him during a

workday in his suite inside Bank of America Stadium.

The women would be escorted by Richardson’s assis-

tant, who would then depart, leaving the owner alone

with a junior employee. One former female employee

recalls Richardson, who stands 6' 3", arriving barefoot

and asking for a foot massage. Says one such invitee:

“The first time, you thought it was an important meet-

ing with the owner. You [then] realized it was never

anything that couldn’t be discussed over the phone.”

Others talk of Richardson’s giving back rubs that

lingered too long or went too low down the spine.

Richardson was also known for what multiple women

call the “seatbelt maneuver.” He would invite female

employees out to lunch, and in keeping with his reputa-

tion as a self-styled gentleman, he would open the car

door for his guests. Once they were seated, however,

he would insist on fastening their seatbelt for them,

reaching across their lap and brushing his hand across

their breasts before putting the belt in the clasp.

“You look back and it’s wackadoo,” says one former

MONUMENTAL RISE
Richardson played two
seasons with the Colts;
in Charlotte his statue
was built in honor of his
efforts to make it a big
league city.
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Secret Service agents assigned to President Bill Clinton’s detail

were refused a table at a Denny’s in Annapolis, Md., while their

white colleagues were seated and served. Fortune called the

company “a shameful example of entrenched prejudice.” In 1994

Flagstar agreed to pay more than $54 million to settle lawsuits

filed by thousands of black customers. At the time it was the

largest public accommodations settlement on record in the U.S.

Another bias suit brought against Flagstar

in 1994, referencing Richardson personally as

an actor, did not get picked up by the media.

Brenda Reed, an African-American woman, was

a general manager at a Hardee’s in Sumiton,

Ala., until she was terminated in November

1993. She alleged that she was criticized by a

superior who commented that Reed’s franchise

“was filled with monkeys,” referring to the num-

ber of African-Americans Reed hired. Accord-

ing to public filings, Reed attended a Flagstar

corporate event at which Richardson sought

to assure managers that the Denny’s racism

had been addressed. From the audience, Reed

spoke out and told Richardson that Flagstar

needed to address Hardee’s because “there is

some [racism] in this company.”

Shortly thereafter, Reed was fired. She filed

a federal lawsuit against Flagstar, claiming

unlawful employment discrimination and re-

taliation based on race and specifically citing

her public exchange with Richardson at the corporate

event. Among the allegations were that she was fired

for that confrontation of Richardson. Leslie Proll,

then a Birmingham civil rights lawyer, represented

Reed. Shortly before trial, the case settled for an

undisclosed amount. Proll recalls that the settlement

figure “was not insubstantial.”

During his tenure as Panthers

owner, Richardson has, outwardly

anyway, been a champion of diversity.

Cam Newton, the Panthers’ African-

American quarterback, is the spindle

on which the entire team is wound.

The Panthers have a Hispanic head

coach, Ron Rivera. A decade ago,

Tina Becker was the team’s manager

of cheerleader and mascot programs.

Steadily promoted, she became a

member of Richardson’s inner circle;

on Monday it was announced that she

would take over day-to-day franchise

operations from Richardson.

But multiple former employees told

SI that there were also occasional ra-

cial overtones in Richardson’s inter-

actions with his workers. Pressed for

specifics, they cite everything from

Richardson’s expressed preference

ON SUNDAY, the same

day SI reported that

Panthers owner and

founder Jerry Richardson

had allegedly engaged in

sexual harassment and

inappropriate physical

contact with women

employed by the team,

he said on Carolina’s

website that he will sell

the franchise at the end of

the season. Hours before

that post, the NFL had

announced that it would

conduct an investigation

into the allegations.

Despite Richardson’s

expressed intention to

exit, it is in the league’s

best interest to push hard

on the investigation—and

for commissioner Roger

Goodell (near right, with

Richardson) to keep a vote

on terminating Richardson’s

ownership as an option.

Here are some of the

reasons why:

• Richardson’s

announcement is not

binding. There are many

reasons a business sale can

falter, including failure to

find an acceptable offer or

an owner’s change of heart.

Richardson’s pledge to “put

the team up for sale” does

not mean anything more

than what it says.

• Even if Richardson does

sell the team, the process

could drag on and on. As

he says, “we will not begin

the sale process, nor will

we entertain any inquiries,

until the very last game

is played.” If the season

ended today, Carolina

(10–4) would have one

of the two NFC wild-card

spots and would be playing

into 2018. Several months

will likely pass until the

team is in the hands of

new owners. Prospective

buyers could take weeks

to scrutinize financial

records; Richardson

would weigh bids; the NFL

would carefully review

suitors. In short, a change

The stakes are high in the NFL’s probe of
Richardson’s conduct—even if he’s on the way out

B Y M I C H A E L  M C C A N N

E XCL USIVE: JERRY RICHARDSON

DISSONANT NO TE
The core values Richardson
outlined in one of his
handwritten memos weren’t
always reflected in his
workplace behavior.
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One former Panthers worker told SI that this experience

rekindled the feeling of harassment she says she had endured

in the office. “Once again, they should be concerned about [the

employees], but instead, they’re covering for Mister.” She added

that it reinforced her decision to leave her job and share her

story, choices she did not reach lightly.

Reflecting on her time with the team, she says that one of the

great shames was that she loved the work itself, as well as most

of her colleagues. “But,” she says, “it became exhausting. That’s

something I don’t know if people realize. Being [harassed] is

horrible in so many ways, but it’s also just exhausting. You think

about it all the time. Did I do something or say something to give

the wrong idea? Do other people know what’s going on? How do I

avoid this guy today?” She then issued a refrain uttered by many

women throughout the country who have been breaking the

silence about sexual harassment these past few months: “I don’t

want anyone else to have to go through what I went through.”

Thinking back, she’s struck by one of those handwritten notes

from Richardson, the man, she says, whose conduct she feels

gave her little choice but to leave. This note was not personal, but

one that he gave to every Panthers employee, players included.

Scrawled in his distinct handwriting, it contained a list of his

five core principles:

Hard work

Harmony

Teamwork

Listen

Respect. ±

that black players not wear dreadlocks to an alleged

request that an African-American employee apply sun-

block to Richardson’s face. After drafting Newton in

2011, Richardson memorably asked the player, “Did you

get crazy after the draft and go out and get any tattoos

or piercings? Do I have to check you for anything?”

Earlier this year, some Panthers expressed frustration

when Richardson indicated that players addressing

social issues could be subject to punishment.

Perceptions of casual racism hardened recently when,

multiple sources told SI, Richardson directed a racial slur

at an African-American scout for the Panthers. The scout

left the team this year—but not, according to sources,

before he sought the counsel of a Charlotte attorney

who negotiated a confidential settlement on his behalf.

Contacted by SI and asked if he wished to comment, the

scout responded, “I’m not in a position to talk.”

A S T W E E K , the Panthers learned that Sports

Illustrated was investigating Richardson, the

team’s office culture and allegations of the exis-

tence of confidential settlement agreements.

Sources tell SI that Drummond, the team spokesman,

and Richard Thigpen, Carolina’s longtime general

counsel, reached out to various present and past em-

ployees encouraging them not to speak. In some cases,

SI was told, Thigpen made specific reference to confi-

dential settlements some former employees had signed.

in NFL ownership could

take months, keeping

the allegations against

Richardson in the news.

• Richardson’s quick

decision to sell could lead

some NFL officials to

wonder if he is trying to

leave before even more

explosive allegations

emerge. Those who take

that view will have a deep

interest in grasping all the

facts before they leak out.

• It’s possible that

Richardson isn’t the

only Panthers official

responsible for some of

the alleged misconduct.

Did other team executives

facilitate wrongdoing or

take steps to conceal it?

If so, Carolina could face

fines, suspensions or the

forfeiture of draft picks.

• The NFL may be

concerned that the

allegations against

Richardson aren’t the last

against one of its owners

in the #MeToo era. While

nondisclosure agreements

may limit future revelations

of potentially damaging

information, the league

would be smart to

thoroughly investigate the

first case and

develop a game

plan on how to

address any claims

down the road.

In theory,

the findings of

the probe could

prompt a vote

on expelling

Richardson

under Article VIII of the

NFL constitution, which

allows the commissioner or

member of the Executive

Committee to bring charges

against an owner for

conduct detrimental to the

league. If supported by at

least three-fourths of the

other principal owners,

ownership in a team can be

terminated.

Would the NFL consider

banishing Richardson

in much the same way

the NBA banned Clippers

owner Donald Sterling

in 2014, after his racist

remarks were caught on

tape? Would NFL owners

want to set a precedent

that allegations of sexual

misconduct would force

one of their members either

to sell his team or to have

his ownership terminated?

The story of Richardson’s

alleged misconduct won’t

likely end soon.
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IT IS A TRUTH almost universally acknowledged

that 2017 will depart unmourned shortly after

11:59:59 on Dec. 31. This was the year that three hurricanes

devastated parts of the U.S. and its territories. Our politics

has been rendered by bizarre circumstance into something

akin to a gang fight, except even less amusing. There

is an overall sense of unease and dread hanging over a

great portion of the country. The zeitgeist is an untended

rest stop on a deserted highway leading to a ghost town.

Happy New Year!

Sports provided some respite from all of this. Texans

defensive end J.J. Watt demonstrated the size of his heart

and the outer limits of celebrity’s ability to generate

charity with his astonishing relief work in the wake of

Hurricane Harvey. During this time of political and social

chaos, Colin Kaepernick and some of his former colleagues

who are still employed by the NFL demonstrated the value

of dignified public protest in the face of rising, unreasoning

outrage. Sports was forced to confront a number of

different issues, from the long-term damage done by the

simple act of playing football to the banning of Russia

from the PyeonChang Olympics over allegations of state-

sponsored doping. The reckoning on these and other issues

will continue well into 2018, and it will not take place in a

gymnasium.

Sports experienced #MeToo revelations, as well—

with Panthers owner Jerry Richardson the latest to face

accusations—but, by and large, given what was going on

elsewhere, sports came through the annus horribilis in fairly

fine shape. Its ability to unify was tested and frayed, but it

held, at least for the moment, and weathered unprecedented

criticism from the Oval Office. Even at the height of the

turmoil in the 1960s, no president got up on a public podium

and called protesting athletes sons of bitches.

On the field, there was a great Super Bowl (unless you

are a fan of the Falcons) and a terrific World Series that

brought some joy to the people of Houston. There was

sufficient farce to give anyone with a sense of perspective

a laugh: The Mayweather-McGregor fiasco was enough

to make you wonder, as the late Guy

Clark did, that “you’d of thought

there’s less fools in this world.” The

NFL’s replay system, to say nothing

of its Jesuitical definitions of what

is and is not a reception, descended

into low comedy. I have chosen to

laugh myself silly at the fact that the

FBI seems to have been called in to

enforce the NCAA’s preposterous

rules regarding amateurism, when

the very notion of amateurism has

long been a preposterous construct

in its own right. Oh, and there’s a

National Hockey League team in

Las Vegas, where they think Toe Blake

is a method of getting even after your

six-team parlay didn’t work out on the

early games. The Golden Knights have

a very funny Twitter account.

You find your optimism where

you can, especially in a year when a

bathysphere is required to locate hope

amidst the depths of despair. I choose

to look for it in our games. For all their

faults (and they are legion), sporting

events are still the most compelling

form of public theater we have. The

struggles and controversies are usually

in the open, and both the damage done

by sports and the benefits they provide

are equally obvious. I bridle at the

notion that sports is an escape from

the travails of our age. They are more

than that. They are, in a very real way,

and to borrow a much-mocked term,

a safe space where all the aspects of

drama, all the heroes and villains, all

the stand-ins and stuntpeople for good

and evil, can play out their eternal

conflicts and entertain us while they

do. There’s a certain sense of expiation

to them.

The death of the notion of “Stick

to sports” was the most heartening

development during a year when

everything beyond the arena seemed

to be falling apart. And there’s a

hockey team in Vegas. How great

is that? ±

Good
Cheer
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POINT AFTER

“I choose

to find

optimism in

our games.

Sporting

events are

still the

most
compelling

form of
public

theater
we have.”

How will
sports change

in 2018?
Join the discussion

on Twitter by using

#SIPointAfter
and following

@CharlesPPierce
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